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Abstract
In addressing certain problems about membrane computing, a recent and active branch of
natural computing, it 5rst was necessary to address certain problems from the area of regulated
rewriting. Thus, the present paper is a contribution to both these domains.
A central problem in membrane computing is that of the hierarchy with respect to the num-
ber of membranes: Are systems with n + 1 membranes more powerful than systems with n
membranes? Does the number of membranes induce an in5nite hierarchy of the computed func-
tions? Usually, when proving the universality of membrane systems (also called P systems),
one starts from a matrix grammar and the number of membranes depends on the number of
non-terminal symbols used by this grammar in the so-called appearance checking mode. We
5rst prove that recursively enumerable languages can be generated by matrix grammars with
only two non-terminal symbols being used in the appearance checking mode. The proofs of this
fact and of several related results are based on a simulation of register machines by means of
graph-controlled grammars.
Then, we consider three classes of membrane systems, and in all the three cases the hierarchies
with respect to the number of membranes are shown to collapse at level four: systems with four
membranes are computationally universal (but we do not know whether or not this result is
optimal).
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1. Introduction
The present paper is mainly a contribution to the recent and vividly investigated
area of membrane computing 1, a branch of molecular computing. However, in solving
certain problems from this area, we 5rst go back to an “old” area of (theoretical)
computer science, the regulated rewriting in formal language theory, and signi5cantly
improve certain results about the non-terminal complexity of certain classes of regulated
grammars. This link between two areas so diJerent at the 5rst sight should not be
surprising, because simulating matrix grammars by membrane systems is one of the
basic proof tools in membrane computing.
1.1. Descriptional complexity in regulated rewriting
As already suggested, the motivation for our investigation of non-terminal complex-
ity of regulated rewriting comes from two directions. On one hand, it improves an
“old” result in the area of regulated rewriting [17], of a rather basic nature: mini-
mize the number of non-terminal symbols necessary in order to generate an arbitrary
recursively enumerable language by a matrix grammar with appearance checking.
(Matrix grammars were introduced already in [1]. Roughly speaking, such a gram-
mar is a context-free grammar with the rules organized in sequences—one calls them
matrices—and in each derivation step all the rules in a matrix must be used, in the
given ordering; certain rules, marked in advance, may be skipped if they cannot be
applied—this is the appearance checking feature.) It should be emphasized that the
number of non-terminal symbols is a basic descriptional measure of Chomsky gram-
mars and of their extensions (the interested reader might consult [10] for a survey of
descriptional complexity of context-free grammars and languages, and the correspond-
ing chapter of [3] for details about the descriptional complexity of grammars with
regulated rewriting). On the other hand, as matrix grammars are recently widely used
for proving universality results in the area of membrane computing (P systems), see
[2,19], and the number of non-terminal symbols used by matrix grammars in the ap-
pearance checking mode is of crucial importance in obtaining universal P systems with
a small number of membranes, this “old” problem becomes of renewed interest; we
will use our improved result about matrix grammars for proving that three hierarchies
for P systems collapse at a rather low level, four, thus solving three open problems
from the membrane computing literature.
In [17] it was shown that six non-terminal symbols are suPcient in matrix grammars
with appearance checking for generating any arbitrary recursively enumerable language;
all six variables were used also in the appearance checking mode. In the 5rst part of this
paper we will improve this result on the number of non-terminal symbols, i.e., we shall
show that four non-terminal symbols, only three of them being used in the appearance
checking mode, are suPcient. If we allow an arbitrary number of non-terminal symbols,
1 Current information about this domain can be found at the web address
http://psystems.disco.unimib.it/
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then the number of non-terminal symbols being used in the appearance checking mode
can even be reduced to two. This result also allows us to establish a stronger version of
the binary normal form (each matrix contains at most two rules) for matrix grammars
with appearance checking which we shall call the strong binary normal form. For graph-
controlled and programmed grammars with appearance checking the total number of
non-terminal symbols can be reduced to three and four, respectively, and only two
of them need to be used in the appearance checking mode anyway. (The explanation
of these reduced numbers of non-terminal symbols is the fact that graph-controlled and
programmed grammars also use other “auxiliary symbols”, the labels of nodes in the
control graph in the 5rst case and the labels of rules in the second case, while matrix
grammars do not have such “extra resources”.)
The basic tool we use for proving our main non-terminal complexity theorems has
already been known since many years: register machines. In [15] it was shown that
any Turing machine can be simulated by a register machine with only two registers.
The actions of such register machines can easily be simulated by graph-controlled
grammars with appearance checking (and programmed and matrix grammars with
appearance checking as well); the main diPculty that remains is to pass from
accepting strings (as speci5c to register machines) to generating strings (as speci5c
to grammars), but this can be achieved by carefully using the available non-terminal
symbols.
Our non-terminal complexity results can easily be extended to other variants of
grammars with regulated rewriting (state grammars, time-varying grammars, etc), but
we do not persist here into this direction, as our main interest is focused toward
membrane computing.
1.2. Membrane computing; an informal introduction
Membrane systems (also called P systems) are a class of distributed parallel comput-
ing models introduced in [19], inspired from the way the living cells process chemical
compounds, energy, and information. In short, in the regions delimited by a membrane
structure, one places sets or multisets of objects, which evolve according to evolu-
tion rules associated with the regions; a computation consists of transitions among
system conAgurations; the result of a halting computation is given by the objects
present in the 5nal con5guration in a speci5ed output membrane or by the objects
which leave the external membrane of the system (the skin membrane) during a
computation.
Several ingredients can be considered: priorities among rules (at each step only
rules of a maximal priority are used), possibilities to control membrane permeability,
membrane division, etc. We will de5ne some of these features later, when investigating
P systems of given types (involving given ingredients).
Many of the variants of P systems obtained by combining such features are com-
putationally universal. For instance, when the objects are described by symbols from
a given alphabet, then a P system computes a set of vectors of natural numbers (e.g.,
the multiplicity of objects which leave the system during the computation) and various
classes of P systems characterize the family of recursively enumerable sets of vectors of
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natural numbers (see [2,19,20,25,32], etc). When the possibility to divide membranes
is provided, one can solve NP-complete problems in linear time, by trading space for
time (see [12,16,21,22,26,33], etc).
The proofs from [20], showing the universality of P systems without priorities and
target indications, but with membranes of a variable thickness, and from [18], estab-
lishing the universality of systems with active membranes, respectively, give no upper
bounds on the number of membranes necessary in order to characterize recursively
enumerable sets of vectors of natural numbers. The problem whether or not a small
number of membranes suPces is left open in both cases.
The objects in a P system can also be strings over a given alphabet (this corresponds
to the fact that in a cell such “strings” can be, e.g., DNA molecules); in such a
case, the evolution rules must be based on string processing operations and the result
of a computation is a string (i.e., a P system generates a language). Rewriting and
splicing operations were already considered in [19], and then investigated in a series
of subsequent papers, [5,6,8,13,23,27,34]. Initially, only systems with priorities among
rules and with the possibility of dissolving a membrane were considered in the case of
string objects evolving by rewriting, then, in [32,35], the possibility of using membranes
with a variable thickness was added to rewriting P systems. In this framework, it
was shown that characterizations of recursively enumerable languages can be obtained
without using the powerful ingredient of a priority relation. Again, no upper limit was
found on the number of membranes.
1.3. Bringing together the two domains
The proofs of all the results mentioned above, about the universality of various
classes of P systems, start from matrix grammars in the binary normal form, and
associate a membrane with each matrix in the initial grammar. Actually, the main
diPculty is to handle the matrices containing rules which are applied in the appear-
ance checking mode. Up to now (see the papers cited above), (at least) one mem-
brane was associated with each matrix which had a rule used in the appearance
checking mode, and in this way, no upper limit on the number of membranes was
obtained.
Actually, a general argument shows that the hierarchies on the number of membranes
of P systems which are computationally complete (equal in power to Turing machines)
cannot be in5nite: if we start from a universal grammar (a grammar GU which gen-
erates the language of any other grammar G as soon as a code of G is used as an
axiom of GU ), then we get a universal P system, which has a 5xed number of mem-
branes, depending on the universal grammar we start with, and which can simulate any
other system just by changing the objects from the initial con5guration. This reasoning
gives a bound on the number of membranes, but it is probably a huge one (actually,
unknown, because nobody has explicitly produced a universal matrix grammar with
appearance checking, to see how many matrices it contains). Thus, the problem is to
5nd a concrete, reasonably small, upper bound.
We prove here that in all the three mentioned cases four membranes suBce.
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The proofs make use of a novel idea: it is not necessary to deal separately with
the matrices containing rules to be used in the appearance checking mode, but with
the non-terminal symbols themselves which appear in rules used in this way. This has
suggested to look for characterizations of recursively enumerable languages by matrix
grammars with a number of non-terminal symbols as reduced as possible, and this
was the main reason for improving the result from [17]. Using our new result about
the number of non-terminal symbols used in a matrix grammar in the appearance
checking mode, we prove that four membrane suPce: in all cases the skin membrane
and one further membrane are used in order to simulate the matrices without appearance
checking rules, while two further membranes are associated with the two non-terminal
symbols used in the appearance checking mode. (In the proofs of the results for P
systems with symbol objects we also use a new way to handle the matrices, which
could be called “the subscripts matching technique”, presumably useful also for other
classes of systems.)
In fact, we improve the related results from the literature also from another point
of view: the communication commands we use are of a weaker type. For instance, in
the case of Theorem 17 we do not use electrical charges, as in [20], but only in=out
indications: objects are sent to inner membranes without specifying the label or the
polarization of the target membrane, but non-deterministically choosing the destination.
A similar improvement is obtained in Theorem 21 with respect to the result from
[32,35]: we do not use speci5c target indications (commands of the form go to mem-
brane number i), but again only in=out indications.
These improvements may be considered as steps to make more realistic the P systems
involved in the proofs, as the communication by in=out addressing are closer to the
way chemical compounds pass through membranes of real life cells, mainly because
of the concentration diJerence between adjacent compartments of the cell.
We do not know whether or not our results are optimal, i.e., whether or not P
systems of the mentioned types with less than four membranes are computationally
universal.
1.4. Organization of the paper
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce
the formal language theory prerequisites we need in the subsequent sections, including
the de5nitions for arbitrary grammars and graph-controlled, programmed, and matrix
grammars with appearance checking, as well as for register machines. Sections 3 and 4
are devoted to the non-terminal complexity of graph-controlled grammars and of matrix
grammars, respectively. The main result in this respect is established in Section 3,
where we show that for each recursively enumerable language there exists a graph-
controlled grammar with appearance checking with only three non-terminal symbols
and with only two of them being used in the appearance checking mode. In Section 4
we establish the results for matrix grammars with appearance checking, and we give
a stronger variant of a well-known normal form for such grammars, which will be
used in the proofs about membrane systems. Section 5 gives the basic notions from
membrane computing. The following three Sections, 6, 7, 8, are devoted to the three
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classes of P systems we investigate: with symbol objects but without active membranes
(Section 6), with symbol objects and active membranes (Section 7), and with string
objects evolving by rewriting (Section 8). The main results of each of these sections
are the universality theorems, where systems with four membranes are shown to be
computationally universal (equivalent in power to Turing machines). We conclude with
Section 9, where a summary of results and suggestions for further research are given.
A comprehensive bibliography closes the paper.
2. Formal language theory prerequisites
In this section we 5rst recall some elementary notions from formal language theory
and then de5ne graph-controlled, programmed, and matrix grammars with appearance
checking. Finally we introduce the model of register machines we are going to use for
establishing our non-terminal complexity results.
2.1. Basic prerequisites
We give here most of the notions and notation from language theory we need in
this paper. For further details, the reader can consult any of the many monographs in
the area. In particular, [3,29] can be useful.
For an alphabet V , by V ∗ we denote the free monoid generated by V under the
operation of concatenation; the empty word is denoted by , and V ∗−{} is denoted by
V+. For any word w∈V ∗ and any a∈V , by |w|a we denote the number of occurrences
of the symbol a in w. The set of natural numbers is denoted by N. For V = {a1; : : : ; an},
the mapping V :V ∗→Nn, de5ned by
V (w) = (|w|a1 ; : : : ; |w|an); w ∈ V ∗;
is called the Parikh mapping associated with V . It is extended in the natural way to
languages over V : V (L)= {V (w) |w∈L}.
A grammar is a quadruple G=(N; T; S; P), where N and T are 5nite sets of non-
terminal and terminal symbols, respectively, with N ∩T = ∅, S ∈N is the start symbol,
and P is a 5nite set of productions →  with ∈V+ and ∈V ∗, where V =N ∪T .
For x; y∈V ∗ we say that y is directly derivable from x in G, denoted by x⇒G y, if
and only if for some →  in P and u; v∈V ∗ we get x= uv and y= uv. Denoting
the reRexive and transitive closure of the derivation relation ⇒G by ⇒∗G, the language
generated by G is L(G)= {w∈T ∗ | S⇒∗G w}. A production →  is called context-
free, if ∈N . If all productions in P are context-free, then G is called a context-free
grammar. The families of languages generated by arbitrary and context-free grammars
are denoted by RE and CF , respectively. Note that RE is also the family of languages
recognized by Turing machines, which, according to Turing–Church thesis, is the largest
family of algorithmically enumerable languages.
We also denote by PsRE the family of Parikh images of recursively enumerable
languages, which can also be called the family of recursively enumerable sets of vectors
of natural numbers.
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2.2. Grammars with controlled derivation
Because many languages of interest (natural and programming languages included)
are not context-free, but context-free grammars have several good properties (for in-
stance, the possibility to describe a derivation by means of a derivation tree) which are
not present in the case of more powerful Chomsky grammars, a strong area of research
in formal language theory was to 5nd ways to increase the power of context-free gram-
mars, preserving as many as possible of their properties. The most fruitful idea is to
control=regulate the derivations in a context-free grammar so that a “more-structured”
language is obtained.
In this subsection we give the de5nitions of the three mechanisms of regulated
rewriting we shall consider in this paper, i.e., we de5ne graph-controlled grammars,
programmed grammars, and matrix grammars with appearance checking. As it is well
known (see [3]), each of these control mechanisms allows us to generate all recursively
enumerable languages by using context-free core productions.
By using graph-controlled grammars we will then simulate register machines, after
that we will transfer the result (with emphasis on the number of used non-terminal
symbols) to matrix grammars, which are used in the second part of the paper in
investigating membrane systems.
2.2.1. Graph-controlled grammars
A graph-controlled grammar (basically, this notion appears in [31], with a slightly
diJerent terminology) is a construct GC =(N; T; S; R; Lin; LAn), where N and T are sets
of non-terminal and terminal symbols, respectively, with N ∩T = ∅, S ∈N is the start
symbol, and R is a 5nite set of rules r of the form r=(l(r) :p(r);  (r); ’(r)), where
l(r)∈Lab(GC), Lab(GC) being a set of labels associated (in a one-to-one manner) with
the rules r in R (the elements of Lab(GC) are also called nodes, and interpreted as
vertices of a graph with rules associated with them), p(r) is a context-free production
over N ∪T;  (r)⊆Lab(GC) is the success Aeld of the rule r, and ’(r) is the failure
Aeld of the rule r; Lin⊆Lab(GC) is the set of initial labels, and LAn⊆Lab(GC) is
the set of 5nal labels. For r=(l(r) :p(r);  (r); ’(r)) and v; w∈ (N ∪T )∗ we de5ne
(v; l(r))⇒GC (w; k) if and only if
• either p(r) is applicable to v, the result of the application of the production p(r) to
v is w, and k ∈  (r),
• or p(r) is not applicable to v, w= v, and k ∈’(r).
The language generated by GC is
L(GC) = {w ∈ T ∗ | (S; l0)⇒GC (w1; l1)⇒GC · · · ⇒GC (wk; lk); k ¿ 1;
wj ∈ (N ∪ T )∗ and lj ∈ Lab(GC) for 06 j 6 k;
w0 = S; wk = w; l0 ∈ Lin; lk ∈ LAn}:
A non-terminal symbol A∈N is said to be used in the appearance checking mode, if
there exists at least one rule r=(l(r) :p(r);  (r); ’(r))∈R such that p(r) is of the
form A→  with ∈ (N ∪T )∗ and ’(r) = ∅.
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Let us consider a well-known example:
Example 1. Let
GC = ({S; A}; {a}; S; R; {1}; {3});
with the set R containing the following rules:
r1 = (1 : S → AA; {1}; {2; 3});
r2 = (2 : A → S; {2}; {1});
r3 = (3 : A→ a; {3}; ∅):
We start from the axiom S, in node 1; assume that we have a string of the form
Sn and that we are in node 1 (thus, initially we have n=1). We have to apply the
rule S→AA for rewriting all symbols S, because we have to stay in node 1 as long
as the rule S→AA can be applied. We get the string A2n and we have to quit node
1 and go to any of nodes 2 and 3. If we go to node 2, then here we have to use
the rule A→ S for 2n times and, when all symbols A have been replaced by S, we
have to return to node 1. The process can be iterated (and at each cycle the length of
the string is doubled). If we pass to node 3, then all non-terminal symbols A must be
replaced by the terminal symbol a and the derivation stops, there is no “way out” from
node 3. Consequently, we obtain L(GC)= {a2n | n¿1} (this language is known to be
non-context-free; actually, it can be considered as “rather complex” from the Chomsky
hierarchy point of view).
2.2.2. Programmed grammars
A programmed grammar (as introduced in [28]) is a construct GP =(N; T; S; R)
such that GC =(N; T; S; R; Lab(GC); Lab(GC)) is a graph-controlled grammar, where
Lab(GC) is the set of labels associated (in a one-to-one manner) with the rules r in
R; i.e., in a programmed grammar we do not specify initial and 5nal rules. As we
shall see later on in this paper, the absence of the possibility to specify initial rules
is a major drawback of programmed grammars in comparison with graph-controlled
grammars.
If we again examine Example 1, we see that we can start a derivation only by
using the 5rst rule (this is the only one which can rewrite the axiom S). Hence, we
can ignore the speci5cation of the initial node. Moreover, from the de5nition of the
mappings  ; ’ as well as from their way to control the derivations possible in GC as
described above, it is clear that there is no need to specify the 5nal node, the derivation
always stops by using the third rule. Thus, we can consider the programmed gram-
mar GP =(N; T; S; R) with the same components as above, and we generate the same
language.
2.2.3. Matrix grammars
A matrix grammar (5rst, considered in [1]) with appearance checking (the ap-
pearance checking feature was introduced in [30]) is a construct GM =(N; T; S;M; F),
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where N and T are sets of non-terminal and terminal symbols, respectively, with
N ∩N = ∅, S ∈N is the start symbol, M is a 5nite set of matrices, M = {mi | 16i6n},
where each mi is a sequence of the form mi =(mi;1; : : : ; mi;ni), ni¿1, 16i6n, and
mi;j, 16j6ni, 16i6n, are context-free productions over N ∪T ; F is a subset of
{mi;j | 16i6n; 16j6ni}.
For mi =(mi;1; : : : ; mi;ni) and v; w∈ (N ∪T )∗ we de5ne v⇒mi w if and only if there
are w0; w1; : : : ; wni ∈ (N ∪T )∗ such that w0 = v; wni =w, and for each j; 16j6ni,
• either wj is the result of the application of mi;j to wj−1,
• or mi;j is not applicable to wj−1; wj =wj−1, and mi;j ∈F .
The language generated by GM is
L(GM ) = {w ∈ T ∗ | S ⇒mi1 w1 ⇒mi2 · · · ⇒mik wk ; wk = w;
wj ∈ (N ∪ T )∗; mij ∈ M for 16 j 6 k; k ¿ 1}:
A non-terminal symbol A∈N is said to be used in the appearance checking mode, if
there exists at least one production of the form A→ , ∈ (N ∪T )∗, that appears in
F .
Let us also consider an example of a matrix grammar (with appearance checking):
Example 2. Let
GM = ({S; A; B; X; Y; Z; #}; {a}; S;M; F);
with the following matrices:
m1 = (S → XA);
m2 = (X → X; A→ BB);
m3 = (X → Y; A→ #);
m4 = (Y → Y; B→ A);
m5 = (Y → X; B→ #);
m6 = (X → Z; A→ #);
m7 = (Z → Z; B→ a);
m8 = (Z → ; B→ a);
The rules A→ # and B→ # are used in the appearance checking mode, i.e, we take
F = {A→ #; B→ #}:
In some sense, this grammar works in a way similar to the graph-controlled grammar
GC considered above: the symbols X; Y; Z control the application of other rules in the
same way as the nodes in the graph of GC control the derivation. Speci5cally, as long
as X is present, each A is replaced by BB; we may move from X to Y only if no
occurrence of A is present (otherwise, the trap-symbol # is introduced and the string
will never turn to be terminal); in the presence of Y we replace each B by A, and we
return to X only when this operation is completed; the cycle can be repeated; when
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we replace X by Z , the only possible operation is to replace each non-terminal B by
the terminal a. The generated language is again {a2n | n¿1}.
It is known that graph-controlled, programmed, and matrix grammars (with appear-
ance checking and with arbitrary context-free rules, i.e., allowed to use erasing rules,
of the form A→ ) characterize RE, the family of recursively enumerable languages.
A matrix grammar G=(N; T; S;M; F) such that F = ∅ is said to be without appear-
ance checking (all rules must be eJectively used, we may not skip them as it is the case
with rules used in the appearance checking mode). Then, the component F is omit-
ted, i.e., the grammar is written in the form G=(N; T; S;M). The family of languages
generated by such grammars is denoted by MAT . It is known that CF ⊂MAT ⊂RE,
both inclusions being proper, and that each one-letter language in the family MAT is
regular. (This last assertion, proved in [11], implies that the language {a2n | n¿1} is
not in the family MAT , and that is why we have said above that this is a “complex”
language from the Chomsky hierarchy point of view.)
Finally, we also consider a simple example of a matrix grammar without appearance
checking:
Example 3. Let
G = ({S; A; B}; {a; b; c}; S;M);
with
M = {(S → AB); (A→ aAb; B→ cB); (A→ ab; B→ c)}:
The reader can easily check that L(G)= {anbncn | n¿1}, which is a well-known ex-
ample of a non-context-free language.
2.3. Register machines
In this subsection we introduce the model of register machines that we shall use to
establish our complexity result from the next section.
The main idea of a register machine is to use registers for storing non-negative
integers (in a unary representation) and to use very simple operations to change the
contents of a register; usually these operations are the addition of 1 to and the (condi-
tional) subtraction of 1 from the contents of a register. With these instructions we can
write programs which compute functions on natural numbers.
We shall introduce a model which (syntactically) is even more powerful than the
models used in [15], hence all the results obtained there can also be obtained with our
model.
An n-register machine is a construct M =(n; R; i0; f), where: (a) n is a natural
number (the number of registers the machine may use); (b) R is a set of labeled
program instructions of the form k : (op(i); l; m) such that op(i) is an operation on
register i of M and k; l; m are labels from a set of labels Lab(M) (Lab(M) labels the
program instructions of M in a one-to-one manner), k =f, l is the label for continuing
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the program if op(i) can be applied to register i and m is the label for continuing the
program if it is not possible to apply op(i) to register i; (c) f is the Anal label, to
which we assign the instruction end, which halts the program of the register machine
M ; (d) i0 is the initial label to start the program.
We will use the following program instructions (op(i); l; m):
• (S(i); l; m): if possible (i.e., if the contents of register i is greater than zero), subtract
1 from register i and go to label l, otherwise skip, i.e., do not change the contents
of register i, and continue with the instruction at label m;
• (A(i); h; h): add 1 to register i and continue the program with the instruction at
label h; obviously, the operation A(i) is always possible, hence both labels where to
continue have to be the same.
In the models used in [15], h as well as one out of {l; m} had to be k + 1, with
k being the label of the program instruction under consideration; yet we shall not
impose such restrictions on our model in this paper, because our simulations can deal
with these extended features without any problem. Moreover, writing programs for a
register machine becomes easier without such restrictions.
An n-register machine M can be used to compute a partial recursive function
g :N→N in the following way:
M starts with an integer t∈N in register 1; if M halts in the 5nal label f and
with the contents of register 1 being r, then we say that M has computed g(t)=r,
otherwise (i.e., if M does not halt in the 5nal label f when started with t in register 1),
g(t) remains unde5ned.
As a very simple example to explain our model we construct a 2-register machine
computing the partial function g :N→N which yields m for even numbers 2m and
remains unde5ned for odd natural numbers.
Example 4. Consider the 2-register machine M =(2; R; 0; 5), where we write down M
in a program-like style agreeing in the fact that 0 is the initial label:
0 : (S(1); 1; 3),
1 : (A(2); 2; 2),
2 : (S(1); 0; 2),
3 : (S(2); 4; 5),
4 : (A(1); 3; 3),
5 : end.
This program works as follows: If at label 0 the contents of register 1 is zero,
then we jump to label 3, where in a loop which repeatedly uses instructions 3 and 4,
M copies register 2 (which at the beginning of the loop contains half of the initial
value from register 1) back into register 1, and, after this copying, M stops in label
5; otherwise, if at label 0 the subtraction is possible, we subtract 1 and continue at
label 1, where we add 1 to register 2; then again we try to subtract 1 at label 2; if
this is not possible, then we enter an in5nite loop in 2; otherwise we subtract 1 and
return to label 0. It is now obvious to see that in fact M computes the partial function
g :N→N which computes m=2 for an even number m and remains unde5ned for an
odd natural number m.
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3. Simulating register machines by graph-controlled grammars
In this section we prove our result about the non-terminal complexity of graph-
controlled grammars able to characterize RE: three non-terminal symbols suPce. To
this aim, we use the main result established in [15]: each deterministic Turing machine
can be simulated by a 2-register machine.
Let T be an alphabet of (terminal) symbols with card(T )= z− 1 and T = {ai | 16i
6z − 1}; then every symbol ai in T can be interpreted as the digit i in base z;
hence, every word in T ∗ can be encoded as a non-negative integer using the function
gz :T ∗→N de5ned by gz()= 0, gz(ai)= i for 16i6z − 1, and gz(wa)= gz(w) · z +
gz(a) for a∈T and w∈T ∗.
Proposition 5 (see Minsky [15]). Let L⊆T ∗ be a language accepted by the Turing
machine MT in such a way that, for every w∈T ∗; MT halts if and only if w∈L. Then
we can eDectively construct a 2-register machine ML such that, for every w∈T ∗, if
ML starts with 2gz(w) in its Arst register, then the program terminates if and only if
MT halts on w (i.e., if and only if w∈L). Moreover, without loss of generality, we
may assume that if ML halts on input 2gz(w), then the contents of both registers is
zero.
Using this result, we are able to establish the main result of this section:
Theorem 6. For each recursively enumerable language L there exists a graph-cont-
rolled grammar GC =({A; B; C}; T; A; R; {i}; {f + 1}), with only three non-terminal
symbols (A; B; C) and with only two of them (B; C) being used in the appearance
checking mode, which generates L.
Proof. Instead of giving a full-detail (cumbersome) construction of a graph-controlled
grammar GC which simulates a register machine, we indicate the main “blocks” of
such a construction, giving full details of the important and non-obvious steps. Us-
ing the speci5ed ideas and details, it is then straightforward (in principle) to com-
plete the construction. (Clearly, in what follows, k; k2; k3; km; l are generic labels, mu-
tually distinct, associated with the rules used in the corresponding steps of the
construction.)
The main steps of a derivation in GC can be described as follows:
• We start with the initial rule (i :A→A;  (i); ∅), where for T = {ai | 16i6z− 1} we
take  (i)= {km;1 | 16m6z − 1}∪ {k2}, which allows us to choose the module for
the 5rst non-terminal symbol am starting at label km;1 or to proceed directly to label
k2 for simulating the empty word as input.
In general, we may use rules of the form (k :A→A;  (k); ∅) as connections between
diJerent modules of the “program” represented by the graph-controlled grammar GC .
• We now generate a terminal word w= a1 : : : ak at the beginning of the sentential
form in such a way that, when adding a new symbol ai, in parallel its encoding
is generated according to the formula gz(va)= gz(v) · z + gz(a) using productions
A→ aiA and using the interpretation of the number of non-terminal symbols B and
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C as the contents of the two registers of a 2-register machine; this 5nally yields a
sentential form wABgz(w).
Adding one more terminal symbol am for some m, 16m6z−1, is accomplished by
the following sequence of rules:
(km;1 :A→A; {km;1 + 1}; ∅),
(km;1 + 1 :A→ amA; {km;1 + 2}; ∅),
(km;1 + 2 :B→ ; {km;1 + 3}; {km;1 + 4}),
(km;1 + 3 :A→ACz; {km;1 + 2}; ∅),
(km;1 + 4 :C→ ; {km;1 + 5}; {km;1 + 6}),
(km;1 + 5 :A→AB; {km;1 + 4}; ∅),
(km;1 + 6 :A→ABm; {km;1 + 7}; ∅),
(km;1 + 7 :A→A;  (i); ∅).
Choosing a label from  (i) in a non-deterministic way allows us to continue with
the module for a terminal symbol al from T at label kl;1 (for 16m6z − 1) or to
5nish the generation of the terminal word w by continuing at label k2.
• Then we rename all symbols B to symbols A yielding wAgz(w)+1 from wABgz(w):
(k2 :A→A; {k2 + 1}; ∅),
(k2 + 1 :B→ ; {k2 + 2}; {k2 + 3}),
(k2 + 2 :A→AA; {k2 + 1}; ∅),
(k2 + 3 :A→A; {k3}; ∅).
• From gz(w) we generate 2gz(w) in such a way that the sentential form 5nally is wy
with |y|B=2g(w)−4+1; |y|C =0, |y|A= 4. For a successful derivation, 4 must equal
one (this last non-terminal symbol A will be removed at the end of the derivation
in GC); moreover, observe that for 4=0 we cannot continue successfully, because
at least in the last step k3 + 8 we need one non-terminal symbol A:
(k3 :A→A; {k3 + 1}; ∅),
(k3 + 1 :A→AB; {k3 + 2}; ∅),
(k3 + 2 :A→A; {k3 + 3; k3 + 8}; ∅),
(k3 + 3 :A→ ; {k3 + 4}; ∅),
(k3 + 4 :B→ ; {k3 + 5}; {k3 + 6}),
(k3 + 5 :A→ACC; {k3 + 4}; ∅),
(k3 + 6 :C→ ; {k3 + 7}; {k3 + 2}),
(k3 + 7 :A→AB; {k3 + 6}; ∅),
(k3 + 8 :A→A; {k4}; ∅).
• Finally, we simulate the 2-register machine ML (the start label for this simulation of
ML in GC is k4, the 5nal label of ML has to be identi5ed with label f in GC):
k : (S(1); l; m) is simulated by (k :B→ ; {l}; {m});
k : (S(2); l; m) is simulated by (k : C→ ; {l}; {m});
k : (A(1); l; l) is simulated by (k : A→AB; {l}; ∅);
k : (A(2); l; l) is simulated by (k : A→AC; {l}; ∅).
Hence, the number of non-terminal symbols B and C represents the contents of
register 1 and register 2, respectively, of the 2-register machine ML.
• If ML has reached the 5nal state, then we 5nish with
(f :A→ ; {f + 1}; ∅), and
(f + 1 :B→ ; ∅; ∅).
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The 5nal sentential form is of the form wA4−1, where 4 is the number of non-terminal
symbols A when starting the simulation of the 2-register machine ML. Hence, for
4=1 we simply obtain the terminal word w∈L (remember that in this case ML has
halted on 2gz(w)).
For a recursively enumerable language over a one-letter alphabet {a} (we also call
such a language unary) even two non-terminal symbols are suPcient (i.e., we can
avoid the use of the non-terminal symbol A); this improvement mainly is based on the
observation that the sequence of symbols in the terminal word an is not relevant as
well as on another result that can be derived from the results elaborated in [15]:
Proposition 7 (see Minsky [15]). Let L⊆{a}∗ be a recursively enumerable unary
language accepted by a Turing machine MT . Then we can eDectively construct a
2-register machine ML such that, for every n∈N, if ML starts with 2n in its Arst
register, then the program terminates if and only if MT halts on an (i.e., if and only
if an ∈L). Without loss of generality, we may assume that if ML halts on input 2n,
then the contents of both registers is zero and, moreover, if the contents of both
registers becomes zero at some time during the computation of ML on the input 2n,
then ML immediately halts.
We now are able to establish the following result for unary languages:
Theorem 8. For each recursively enumerable unary language L⊆{a}∗ there exists a
graph-controlled grammar GC =({B; C}; T; B; R; {i}; {f}) with only two non-terminal
symbols, both of them being used in the appearance checking mode, which generates L.
Proof. The main components (rules) of GC can be described as follows:
• We 5rst generate 2n non-terminal symbols B while at the same time generating n
terminal symbols a, thus 5nally obtaining a sentential form w with |w|= n + 2n as
well as |w|a= n, |w|B=2n, and |w|C =0:
(i :B→B; {i + 1; kS}; ∅),
(i + 1 :B→CC; {i + 1}; {i + 2}),
(i + 2 :C→B; {i + 2}; {i + 3}),
(i + 3 :B→ aB; {i}; ∅).
• Then we simulate the 2-register machine ML (the start label for this simulation of
ML in GC is kS , the 5nal label of ML has to be identi5ed with label f in GC):
k : (S(1); l; m) is simulated by (k :B→ ; {l}; {m});
k : (S(2); l; m) is simulated by (k : C→ ; {l}; {m});
k : (A(1); l; l) is simulated by (k :B→BB; {l}; {k ′}); (k ′ :C→BC; {l}; {k ′});
k : (A(2); l; l) is simulated by (k : C→CC; {l}; {k ′}); (k ′ :B→CB; {l}; {k ′}).
Again, the number of non-terminal symbols B and C represents the contents of
register 1 and register 2, respectively, of the 2-register machine ML. Yet without
having the chance to use the additional non-terminal symbol A, we now have to
carry out the incrementation of the number of symbols B or C, respectively, by using
either a symbol B or a symbol C occurring in the sentential form; by Proposition 7 it
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is guaranteed that at least one such symbol must exist while simulating the program
of ML and that after the erasing of the last non-terminal symbol we directly reach
the 5nal label f.
• We end up with the 5nal rule
(f :B→ ; ∅; ∅).
The 5nal label f in GC is reached with the sentential form being the terminal word
an if and only if during the simulation of ML 5nally all non-terminal symbols B and
C have been erased, i.e., both registers of ML have become zero, which according
to Proposition 7 happens if and only if ML halts on input 2n, i.e., if and only if
an ∈L; hence, we conclude L(GC)=L.
Remark 9. The result obtained for unary languages is optimal with respect to the
number of non-terminal symbols: It can easily be seen that unary languages generated
by graph-controlled grammars with only one non-terminal symbol are regular (e.g.,
they can be recognized by a 5nite automaton with one partially blind counter, see [9]);
on the other hand, the unary language generated by the graph-controlled grammar with
two non-terminal symbols from Example 1 is not regular.
Programmed grammars are just a special variant of graph-controlled grammars where
we may start and end up with any rule. As already mentioned earlier, the major
drawback of programmed grammars in comparison with graph-controlled grammars
is the absence of the possibility to specify initial rules. Hence, for the programmed
grammars in the succeeding proof we need one more non-terminal symbol just to start
the derivation in a correct way:
Corollary 10. For each recursively enumerable language L there exists a programmed
grammar with only four non-terminal symbols and with only two of them being used
in the appearance checking mode which generates L. If L⊆{a}∗, then only three
non-terminal symbols are needed.
Proof. Let GC =({A; B; C}; T; A; R; {i}; {f+1}) be the graph-controlled grammar con-
structed in the proof of Theorem 6, with Lab(GC) being the set of labels associated
with the rules in R. Now consider the programmed grammar GP =({A; B; C; S}; T; S; R′)
with Lab(GP)=Lab(GC)∪{start} and
R′ = R ∪ {(start : S → A; {i}; ∅)};
where start is a new label.
This new rule (start : S→A; {i}; ∅) now allows us to start correctly every derivation
in GP . According to the construction given in the proof of Theorem 6 a terminal word
w in a derivation in GC only appears if at the same time we also enter a 5nal state,
which guarantees that also in a derivation in GP a terminal word only appears if w is
in L.
Hence, we conclude that L(GP)=L(GC)=L.
For L being a unary language over {a}, we take the graph-controlled grammar
GC =({B; C}; {a}; B; R; {i}; {f}) constructed in the proof of Theorem 8, with Lab(GC)
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being the set of labels associated with the rules in R. Now consider the programmed
grammar GP =({B; C; S}; T; S; R′) with Lab(GP)=Lab(GC)∪{start} and
R′ = R ∪ {(start : S → B; {i}; ∅)};
where start is a new label. Again, we immediately get L(GP)=L(GC)=L.
A related result was elaborated in [4]: three nonterminals, but all of them being used
in the appearance checking mode, are suPcient to generate any recursively enumerable
language by programmed grammars.
One of the tricks used in the proof of Theorem 6 is the 5nal intersection with
T ∗. On the other hand, the language generated by a graph-controlled grammar could
also be de5ned by using as the only selection criterion the fact that a terminal la-
bel is reached. In that case, of course, following the proof of Theorem 6, we also
have to check that no non-terminal symbol A is left before entering the terminal
label. For doing this, we simply replace the rule (f + 1 :B→ ; ∅; ∅) by (f + 1 :
A→A; {f + 1}; {f + 2}), which now also uses the non-terminal symbol A in the
appearance checking mode, and take f + 2 as the new terminal label instead of
f + 1, where we take (f + 2 :B→ ; ∅; ∅). In this way, we obtain the following
result:
Corollary 11. For each recursively enumerable language L there exists a graph-
controlled grammar GC =({A; B; C}; T; A; R; {i}; {f+2}), with only three non-terminal
symbols, all of them being used in the appearance checking mode, which generates L
in such a way that the Anal label f+2 is reached if and only if the current sentential
form is a terminal word (and therefore in L).
A similar result (which again is optimal with respect to the number of non-terminal
symbols) can be obtained for unary languages: before entering the 5nal label, we check
that no non-terminal symbol is present any more in the underlying sentential form by
using the sequence of rules (f :B→B; {f}; {f+1}), (f+1 :C→C; {f+1}{f+2})
(f+2 :B→ ; ∅; ∅); moreover, we take f+2 as the new terminal label instead of f.
Corollary 12. For each recursively enumerable unary language L⊆{a}∗ there exists
a graph-controlled grammar GC =({B; C}; T; A; R; {i}; {f + 2}), with only two non-
terminal symbols, both of them being used in the appearance checking mode, which
generates L in such a way that the Anal label f + 2 is reached if and only if the
current sentential form is a terminal word (and therefore in L).
4. Normal forms for matrix grammars
In this section we extend the non-terminal complexity results from graph-controlled
grammars to matrix grammars. We also give certain normal forms for matrix grammars
which will be useful in the subsequent sections of the paper. We 5rst recall some
interesting results from [3]:
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A matrix grammar G=(N; T; S;M; F) is said to be in the binary normal form if
N =N1 ∪N2 ∪{S; #}, with these three sets being mutually disjoint, and the matrices in
M are of one of the following forms:
1. (S→XA), with X ∈N1, A∈N2,
2. (X →Y; A→ ), with X; Y ∈N1, A∈N2, ∈ (N2 ∪T )∗,
3. (X →Y; A→ #), with X; Y ∈N1, A∈N2,
4. (X → ; A→ ), with X ∈N1; A∈N2, and ∈T ∗.
Moreover, there is only one matrix of type 1 and F consists exactly of all rules
A→ # appearing in matrices of type 3; # is a trap symbol; once introduced, it is never
removed. A matrix of type 4 is used only once, in the last step of a derivation.
According to Lemma 1.3.7 in [3], for each matrix grammar G there is an equivalent
matrix grammar G′ in the binary normal form.
For an arbitrary matrix grammar G=(N; T; S;M; F), let us denote by ac(G) the cardi-
nality of the set {A∈N |A→ ∈F}. From the construction in the proof of Lemma 1.3.7
in [3] one can see that if we start from a matrix grammar G and we get the grammar
G′ in the binary normal form, then ac(G′)= ac(G).
A matrix grammar G=(N; T; S;M; F) is said to be in strong binary normal form, if
N =N1 ∪N2 ∪{S; #}, with these three sets being mutually disjoint, and the matrices in
M are of one of the following forms:
1. (S→XA), with X ∈N1, A∈N2,
2. (X →Y; A→ ), with X; Y ∈N1, A∈N2, ∈ (N2 ∪T )∗,
3. (X →Y; A→ #), with X; Y ∈N1, A∈N2,
4. (X → ), with X ∈N1.
Moreover, there is only one matrix of type 1 and only one of type 4 and F consists
exactly of all rules A→ # appearing in matrices of type 3, where # is the trap symbol
(i.e., once introduced, it can never be removed again). The matrix of type 4 is used
only once, in the last step of a derivation. Finally, as the most important new feature,
we have ac(G)62.
The strong normal form theorem for matrix grammars now again directly follows
from Theorem 6:
Theorem 13. For each recursively enumerable language L there exists a matrix gram-
mar in the strong binary normal form which generates L.
Proof. Let GC =({A; B; C}; T; A; R; {i}; {f+1}) be the graph-controlled grammar con-
structed in the proof of Theorem 6 with Lab(GC) being the set of labels associ-
ated with the rules in R. Now consider the matrix grammar GM =(N; T; S;M; F) with
N =N1 ∪N2 ∪{S; #}, N1 =Lab(GC), N2 = {A; B; C}, F = {B→ #; C→ #}, and M con-
sisting of the following matrices:
• (S→ iA);
• (X →Y; D→ ), for (X :D→ ;  (X ); ’(X ))∈R and Y ∈  (X ) with X; Y ∈N1,
D∈N2; ∈ (N2 ∪T )∗;
• (X →Y; D→ #), for (X :D→ ;  (X ); ’(X ))∈R and Y ∈’(X ) with X; Y ∈N1,
D∈N2, ∈ (N2 ∪T )∗;
• (f + 1→ ).
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By construction, GM is in the strong binary normal form, and obviously simulates
the graph-controlled grammar constructed for L in the proof of Theorem 6; these
observations complete the proof.
We would like to mention that the 5nal matrix in a matrix grammar in the strong
binary normal form could also be of the form (X → ; A→ ) with X ∈N1, A∈N2, and
∈T ∗, like for the binary normal form as de5ned in [3]. This can easily be achieved
due to the construction of the graph-controlled grammar in the proof of Theorem 6,
because in a successful derivation leading to a terminal word a non-terminal symbol A
is deleted in the last step leading to the terminal label. Hence, if f′ is the label of this
rule (f′ :A→ ; {f+1}; ∅), then we simply take (f′→ ; A→ ) as the 5nal matrix in
this variant of a strong binary normal form for matrix grammars. In Sections 6–8, this
variant of the strong normal form will be used, with also the 5nal matrix containing
two rules.
Finally, we can restrict the length of the word  of a matrix (X →Y; D→ ), with
X; Y ∈N1, D∈N2, and ∈ (N2 ∪T )∗, in a matrix grammar in the strong binary normal
form to two as elaborated in [3] for the binary normal form; we leave a proof for this
variant to the interested reader.
If we also want to bound the total number of non-terminal symbols in a
matrix grammar, then we have to pay the price for that by using one more non-
terminal symbol in the appearance checking mode: We may use a special non-
terminal symbol D to encode the elements of the alphabet N1 by suitable powers
of D, thus taking advantage of the technique already used in [17] to control the se-
quence of derivation steps in the matrix grammar. Moreover, if g − 1 is the maxi-
mal power of D for encoding the labels in N1, then during a successful derivation
leading to a terminal word, at no time more than g − 1 symbols can be present
in a sentential form of such a derivation; therefore Dg can be used as a kind of
“trap symbol” as exhibited in [17]. Hence, we immediately obtain the following
result:
Theorem 14. For each recursively enumerable language L there exists a matrix gram-
mar GM =({A; B; C; D}; T; B;M; F) with ac(G)63 which generates L.
Proof. Let GC =({A; B; C}; T; A; R; {i}; {f + 1}) be the graph-controlled grammar
constructed in the proof of Theorem 6, where without loss of generality we may
assume Lab(GC)= {j | 16j6g − 1} as well as i=1 and f + 1= g − 1. Now de-
note a sequence of m equal productions p in a matrix by (p)m. Then, from GC
we construct the matrix grammar GM =(N ′ ∪{D}; T; B;M; F), with N ′= {A; B; C},
F = {X →Dg |X ∈{B; C; D}}, and M containing the following matrices:
• (D→Dg; B→DA) is the start matrix;
• ((D→ )i ; D→Dg; A→ADj; X → ), for (i :X → ;  (i); ’(i))∈R, with X ∈N ′,
∈ (N ′ ∪T )∗, and j∈  (i);
• ((D→ )i ; D→Dg; A→ADj; X →Dg), for (i :X → ;  (i); ’(i))∈R, with X ∈{B; C},
∈ (N ′ ∪T )∗, and j∈’(i);
• ((D→ )g−1; D→Dg) is the 5nal matrix.
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The start matrix has to be applied as the 5rst matrix in a successful derivation; a
rule D→Dg must not be applied in a derivation that should lead to a terminal word
in L, because in every matrix at most g − 1 symbols D can be removed, before the
generation of g symbols D would be enforced again. As at least one copy of the non-
terminal symbol A is present in each sentential form of a derivation of a word w∈L
in the graph-controlled grammar GC except for the 5rst and the last sentential forms
(see again the proof of Theorem 6), it is guaranteed that one of these occurrences of
A can be used for the productions A→ADj, which allows us to simulate GC by GM
in a correct way. Finally, after the application of the 5nal matrix removing the control
symbol D, the initial matrix cannot be applied again, because after the application of the
terminal matrix no non-terminal symbol B can be present any more in the underlying
sentential form. This observation completes the proof.
Note that Lemma 4.2.3(ii) from [3] shows that there are (metalinear) languages
which cannot be generated by matrix grammars with only two non-terminal symbols;
thus, the optimal number of non-terminals used by a matrix grammar which generates
any recursively enumerable language is three or four. For recursively enumerable unary
languages, three non-terminal symbols are suPcient:
Corollary 15. For each recursively enumerable unary language L⊆{a}∗ there exists
a matrix grammar GM =({B; C; D}; {a}; B;M; F) with ac(G)63 which generates L.
Proof. Let GC =({B; C}; {a}; B; R; {i}; {f}) be the graph-controlled grammar const-
ructed in the proof of Theorem 8, where without loss of generality we may as-
sume Lab(GC)= {j | 16j6g − 1} as well as i=1 and f= g − 1. From GC we
now construct the matrix grammar GM =(N ′ ∪{D}; {a}; B;M; F), with N ′= {B; C},
F = {X →Dg |X ∈{B; C; D}}, and M containing the following matrices:
• (D→Dg; B→DB) is the start matrix;
• ((D→ )i ; D→Dg; X → Dj), for (i :X → ;  (i); ’(i))∈R, with X ∈N ′;
∈ (N ′ ∪T )∗, and j∈  (i);
• ((D→ )i ; D→Dg; B→BDj; C→Dg); for (i :C→ ;  (i); ’(i))∈R, with
∈ (N ′ ∪T )∗, and j∈’(i);
• ((D→ )i ; D→Dg; C→CDj; B→Dg), for (i :B→ ;  (i); ’(i))∈R, with
∈ (N ′ ∪T )∗, and j∈’(i);
• ((D→ )g−1; D→Dg) is the 5nal matrix.
As in the proof of Theorem 8 we remark that during a derivation in GM at least
one non-terminal symbol B or C is present in every step before reaching the 5nal
matrix.
5. P systems—the basic variant
We now pass to using the results from the previous section in solving some open
problems from the membrane computing area. In the present section we introduce in a
more formal manner than in the Introduction the notion of a P system, in the variant
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Fig. 1. A membrane structure.
we will investigate in the next section, namely, with symbol objects and non-active
membranes.
The basic elements of the model are the membrane structure and the evolution rules
for the objects placed in the compartments of the membrane structure; these rules also
control the communication of objects through membranes.
A membrane structure should be understood as a three-dimensional arrangement of
vesicles, but it will be mathematically represented by a string of matching labeled
parentheses and graphically by an Euler–Venn diagram. For instance, the membrane
structure from Fig. 1 is represented by the string
[1 [2 ]2 [3 ]3 [4 [5 ]5 [6 [8 ]8 [9 ]9 ]6 [7 ]7 ]4 ]1:
Fig. 1 also illustrates some of the basic notions related to a membrane structure: skin
membrane, elementary membrane, region identi5ed by a membrane. Note that each
membrane uniquely identi5es a region, i.e., the volume between the membrane itself it
and all the directly inner membranes, if any such membrane exists. Because of this one-
to-one correspondence between membranes and regions, we can identify the regions by
the labels of membranes and, moreover, we may speak about membranes and regions
interchangeably (for instance, when we say that an object exits region i, we understand
that this object is moved through membrane i, to the region which directly surrounds
membrane i—this is the environment in the case of the skin membrane). In general,
we will rely on the intuitively clear meaning of several notions, without entering into
cumbersome formal de5nitions.
A multiset over an alphabet V is a mapping M :V →N; one says that M (a) is the
multiplicity of the symbol a in the multiset M . We represent the multisets over V by
strings over V , making use of the fact that each string precisely identi5es a multiset:
the Parikh vector associated with the string indicates the multiplicities of each element
of V in the corresponding multiset. Thus, when speaking of a “multiset” w∈V ∗ we
understand the multiset identi5ed by w.
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We now are ready to introduce the basic variant of P systems, in the form inves-
tigated in this paper. For more general variants the reader is referred to the papers
mentioned in the bibliography; in the subsequent sections we will consider and inves-
tigate other classes of P systems.
A P system with membranes of a variable thickness (of degree m; m¿1) is a
construct
6 = (V; C; 7; w1; : : : ; wm; R1; : : : ; Rm);
where:
(i) V is the total alphabet of the system;
(ii) C ⊆V (catalysts);
(iii) 7 is a membrane structure consisting of m membranes (labeled in a one-to-one
manner with elements of a set lab; here we use lab = {1; 2; : : : ; m});
(iv) w1; : : : ; wm, are strings over V associated with the regions 1; 2; : : : ; m of 7, respec-
tively;
(v) Ri; 16i6m, are 5nite sets of evolution rules over V , of the form a→ v; ca→ cv,
with a∈V − C; c∈C, and v= v′; v= v′8, or v= v′9, where v′ is a string over
(V − C)× {here; out; in} and 8; 9 are special symbols not in V .
The elements of V are called objects, but we also use to call them symbols. When
presenting the evolution rules, the indication “here”, in general, is omitted. For short,
when all symbols from a string x (representing a multiset) have associated the same
indication tar ∈{here; out; in}, we write (x; tar). Note that the elements of C appear at
most once in the left- and right-hand sides of rules, only together with other objects,
and that they are never changed by these rules.
The membrane structure and the multisets represented by w1; : : : ; wm constitute the
initial conAguration of the system. The rules in a set Ri are applicable only to objects
in the region of the membrane with the label i (i.e., the identi5cation between regions
and sets of rules is given by the labels of membranes, which appear as subscripts of
sets of rules). The passing from a con5guration of the system to another con5guration
is done by a maximal parallel application of rules: all objects, from all membranes,
which can evolve by means of local evolution rules should evolve. The rules to be
used and the objects to which they are applied are chosen non-deterministically, but in
such a way that after assigning objects to rules, no further object can evolve at that
step.
The objects resulting by such a use of rules are placed in the regions speci5ed by
the target indications associated with the rules: here says that the object remains in the
same region, out says that the object is sent out of the current region, to the region
directly surrounding it (in this way, an object can also leave the system), while in
indicates the fact that the object is moved to one of the directly lower membranes,
non-deterministically chosen.
The communication of objects is allowed only through membranes of thickness one.
Initially, all membranes are assumed to be of thickness one. If at least one rule (it
does not matter how many, the eJect is the same) introduces the special symbol 8,
then the thickness of the membrane which delimits the region where this rule is used
is decreased by one; if the special symbol 9 is introduced (by one or by several rules),
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then the thickness is increased by one. If several rules at the same time introduce
one or several symbols 8 and one or several symbols 9, then the thickness of the
membrane is not changed. A membrane of thickness zero is said to be dissolved, and
in such a case all the objects from the region of this membrane become elements
of the region placed immediately outside, while the rules of the dissolved membrane
are removed. The skin membrane is never dissolved. If a membrane has thickness 2,
then its thickness remains the same after introducing a further symbol 9 (but it can be
decreased to one by introducing the symbol 8).
A rule which contains an object (a; out) cannot be used in a membrane of thickness
two; if we use a rule which contains a symbol (a; in), then at least one directly lower
membrane should have thickness one, otherwise the rule cannot be applied. The transfer
of objects has priority over modifying the thickness of membranes, in the sense that if
in the same step we use a rule which sends an object through a membrane and a rule
which changes the thickness of that membrane, then we assume that 5rst we transfer
the object and then we change the membrane thickness.
A sequence of transitions between con5gurations of 6 is called a computation of
6. A computation is successful if and only if it halts, i.e., there is no rule applicable
to the objects present in the last con5guration. The result of a successful computation
consists of the multiset of objects sent out of the system during the computation (the
Parikh vector of a string which represents this multiset). The set of all such vectors is
denoted by N (6) and we say that it is generated by 6.
We illustrate the previous (informal) de5nition by an example which will illuminate
the way a P system works:
Example 16. Let us consider the P system (of degree 3)
6 = (V; C; 7; w1; w2; w3; R1; R2; R3);
with the following components:
V = {a; b; c; d; d′; e; f; †};
C = {c};
7= [1[2[3 ]3]2]1;
w1 =w2 = ;
w3 = caf;
R1 = {e → (e; out); d→ †; † → †};
R2 = {b→ be; cd→ cd′; cf → cf8};
R3 = {a→ abd; a→ b8}:
The initial con5guration of the system, including the evolution rules placed in each
region, is given in Fig. 2. Initially, we have objects only in region 3, hence we can
work only here. No rule acts on objects c (the catalyst) and f. After n¿0 steps when
the rule a→ abd is used, we get the multiset (represented by the string) abndncf. Also
the objects b and d remain frozen, as no rule acts on them. At any time, instead of
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Fig. 2. The initial con5guration of the P system in Example 16.
using the rule a→ abd we may use the rule a→ b8. Because it introduces the symbol
8, the use of this rule entails the dissolvation of membrane 3. This means that the
objects of the current multiset, bmdm−1cf, for some m¿1, remain free in the region
of membrane 2, while the rules from R3 “vanish”.
In region 2 all objects can evolve. We have m copies of b; because of the parallelism,
in each step each of them should evolve by using the rule b→ be. Note that in this way
the m copies of b are reproduced and m copies of the object e are introduced. At each
step, we have also to use one of the rules cd→ cd′ and cf→ cf8. Note that only one
of these rules can be used and for only one couple cd or cf of objects, because the
catalyst is present in only one copy. If we use the rule cf→ cf8 at a step when we
still have copies of d present in membrane 2, then we will arrive in membrane 1 with
at least one copy of the object d, which will lead to a never-5nishing computation:
in the skin membrane d is replaced by the trap symbol † which will evolve forever
by means of the rule †→†. Therefore, we have to use the rule cf→ cf8 only after
using the rule cd→ cd′ for all occurrences of d. Hence, during m− 1 steps, (m− 1)m
copies of e are generated. Further m copies of e are introduced when using the rule
cf→ cf8, so in total we get m2 copies of e. After dissolving membrane 2, we arrive in
membrane 1 with the multiset bmem
2
d
′m−1cf. In one step (because of the parallelism),
all objects e are sent out of the system and the computation stops, no rule can be
applied to the objects which have remained inside. The generated set of vectors is
L(6)= {(m2) |m¿1}.
Note that this system only uses the dissolving action 8, but not the action 9 (for
making a membrane thicker).
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The family of all sets N (6) generated by systems as above, with at most m mem-
branes, is denoted by NPm(Cat; i=o; 8; 9). If only systems which do not use one of the
actions 8; 9 are considered, then we replace 8 by n8 and 9 by n9, respectively. When
the number of membranes is not restricted, we replace the subscript m by ∗.
A communication control which is stronger than i=o is ensured by associating elec-
trical charges, +;− both to membranes and to objects; the evolution rules in their
right-hand members contain objects (symbols) marked with +;−; here; out; when a
polarized object (marked with + or −) is introduced, it will go to a lower level mem-
brane of the opposite polarity; the commands here, out are used as speci5ed above.
The use of electrical charges is indicated by replacing i=o by ± in the notation of the
generated family of vectors. (Because we here only mention P systems with polarized
objects and membranes and we do not work with such systems, we do not give further
details, and we refer the reader to [20], or to other papers available in the literature.)
6. A /rst collapsing hierarchy
From [13,19,23] it is known that the recursively enumerable sets of vectors of natural
numbers are characterized by P systems with only two membranes, but using catalysts
and a priority relation among the evolution rules, and not using the membrane per-
meability control. In turn, in [20] it is proved that PsRE=NP∗(Cat;±; 8; 9) and the
open problem is formulated whether or not a similar result is true for systems with a
bounded number of membranes. We here will give a positive answer to this question:
four membranes suPce. Moreover, the result from [20] will be strenghtened also in
what concerns the communication commands: instead of polarizations, we will only
use the commands in, here, out.
In order to prove this assertion, we will use the strong binary normal form for matrix
grammars, as given in Section 4.
Theorem 17. PsRE=NP4(Cat; i=o; 8; 9).
Proof. We will prove only the inclusion PsRE⊆NP4(Cat; i=o; 8; 9); the opposite one
(based on a straightforward but long construction) is left to the reader.
Let us consider a matrix grammar with appearance checking, G=(N; T; S;M; F), in
the strong binary normal form, i.e., with N =N1 ∪N2 ∪{S; #}, with rules of the four
forms mentioned in Section 4 (with terminal matrices containing two rules), and with
ac(G)62. Assume that we are in the worst case, with ac(G)= 2, and let B(1); B(2) be
the two symbols in N2 for which we have rules B( j)→ #; j=1; 2, in matrices of M . Let
us assume that we have k matrices of the form (X → ; A→ x), X ∈N1, ∈N1 ∪{},
A∈N2, and x∈ (N2 ∪T )∗ (i.e., without rules to be used in the appearance checking
manner). We label these matrices with m2i, for 16i6k. Each matrix of the form
(X → ; A→ x), X ∈N1, A∈N2, x∈T ∗, is replaced by (X →f; A→ x), where f is a
new symbol. We continue to label the obtained matrix in the same way as the original
one. The matrices of the form (X →Y; B( j)→ #), X; Y ∈N1 (i.e., with rules used in the
appearance checking manner), are labeled with mi, with i∈ labj, labj ⊆N, for j=1; 2,
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such that lab1; lab2 and {2; 4; : : : ; 2k} are mutually disjoint sets. We denote the union
lab1 ∪ lab2 by lab.
We construct the P system
6 = (V; C; 7; ws; w0; w1; w2; Rs; R0; R1; R2);
with the following components:
V =N1 ∪ N2 ∪ { VX ; X ′; X2i ; X ′2i ; (X2i ; j) |X ∈ N1; 16 i; j 6 k}
∪ {Xi |X ∈ N1; i ∈ lab}
∪ { VA; A′; A′′; A2i ; A′2i ; A′′2i ; (A2i ; j) |A ∈ N2; 16 i; j 6 k}
∪ {c; f; f′; Vf; E; E′; Z; Z ′; Z ′′; Z0; Z1; Z2; †};
C = {c};
7 = [s[0]0[1]1[2]2]s;
ws = VX VAEc; for (S → XA) being the initial matrix of G;
w0 = Z0; w1 = cZ1; w2 = cZ2;
and with the sets Rs; R0; R1; R2 containing the following rules (note that the skin mem-
brane is labeled with s; the membrane with label 0 will be used for simulating ma-
trices m2i ; 16i6k, while the membranes with labels 1, 2 will be used for simulating
the matrices with labels in lab1; lab2, respectively; in the rules below, for a string
x∈ (N2 ∪T )∗, x′′ represents the string obtained by replacing all non-terminal symbols
A∈N2 which appear in x by A′′ and leaving unchanged the symbols from T ):
Rs: E→ (E; in),
VX →X ′,
X ′→X ,
X ′′→ VX , for each X ∈N1,
VD→D′,
D′→D,
D′′→ VD, for each D∈N2,
X → (X2i ; in),
cA→ c(A2i ; in), for each matrix m2i : (X →Y; A→ x); 16i6k,
X → (Xi; in), for each matrix mi : (X →Y; B( j)→ #), j=1; 2, and i∈ lab,
D→ (D; in),
D→†, for all D∈N2,




a→ (a; out), for each a∈T .
R0: Z0→Z9,
E→ 8,
X2i→ (X2i ; 1)9, for all X ∈N1 and 16i6k,
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A2i→ (A2i ; 1), for all A∈N2, and 16i6k,
(X2i ; j)→ (X2i ; j + 1),
(A2i ; j)→ (A2i ; j + 1), for all 16j¡2k,
(X2i ; 2i)→Y ′9,
(A2i ; 2i)→A′2i8,
Y ′→Y ,
Y → (Y ′′E′; out),
Y →†,
A′2i→A′′2i8,
A′′2i→ (x′′; out), for all m2i : (X →Y; A→ x) with X ∈N1; Y ∈N1 ∪{f},
A∈N2; x∈ (N2 ∪T )∗; 16i6k,
D→D′,
D′→ (D′′; out), for each D∈N2,












D′→ (D′′; out), for all D∈N2; D =B( j),
Y → (Y ′′E′; out), for each mi : (X →Y; B( j)→ #),
B( j)→†,
Xi→†, for all X ∈N1 and i∈ (lab∪{2; 4; : : : ; 2k})− labj,




Besides the fact that we handle all matrices which contain rules of the form B( j)→ #
in only one membrane, j=1; 2, another important technique used in this construction
is the way of simulating the matrices without appearance checking rules by the in-
terplay of membranes with labels s and 0 (speci5cally, by means of the subscripts i
and the parameters j in non-terminal symbols of the form (X2i ; j), (A2i ; j), 16i6k;
16j62k). Note the important fact that we label the matrices m2i with even values for
the subscripts.
Let us examine in some detail the way the system de5ned above works.
We start with membranes of thickness one, but in the 5rst step all membranes 0; 1; 2
get the thickness two by using the rules Z0→Z9, Z1→Z ′9, Z2→Z ′9, respectively,
present in all of these membranes. At the same time, in the skin membrane we use the
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rule E→ (E; in), which sends the object E, non-deterministically, to one of the inner
membranes, as well as the rules VX →X ′, VD→D′, for all X ∈N1, D∈N2.
In the next step, the primed symbols from the skin membrane lose their primes
while the object E “opens” the membrane where it has been sent to. (If E arrives
in one of membranes 1, 2 and we use here cZ ′→ cZ ′′ instead of cE→ c8, then
the membrane will be open at the next step and the computation will never halt:
the rules → (; in) cannot be used, hence we have to use X →†; D→†, and the
trap object is introduced.) Hence, exactly one of the membranes with labels 0; 1; 2
has again the thickness one. Therefore, in the next step, when rules of the form
X → (X2i ; in), X → (Xl; in), cA→ c(A2j; in), D→ (D; in) are to be used, all symbols
X2i ; Xl; A2j; D will arrive in the same membrane. (Of course, if we use a rule of the form
X →† or D→†, then the trap symbol † is introduced and the computation will never
halt.)
Let us assume that in the skin membrane we use a rule X → (X2i ; in) for some
16i6k. If this symbol arrives in a membrane 1, 2, then the trap symbol is introduced.
Thus, we can continue only in the case when X2i is sent to membrane 0. In the 5rst
step, the rule X2i→ (X2i ; 1)9 will make this membrane of thickness two. Simultaneously,
all symbols D∈N2 become D′. If no symbol A2j is present here, then the membrane
will remain impermeable, eventually X2i will reach (X2i ; 2i) and then Y ′ and Y will be
produced, which will not be able to leave the membrane, hence the rule Y →† will
be used, and the computation will never 5nish. If a symbol A2j (actually, only one,
because of the catalyst, present in only one copy) is also present, then we have to
examine three cases:
Case 1: i¡j. In the 5rst step we get the symbols (X2i ; 1); (A2j; 1) (and the symbol 9
is introduced, too), then we grow the second component of these symbols until reaching
(X2i ; 2i); (A2j; 2i). In the next step we get Y ′; (A2j; 2i+1), and we introduce one further
symbol 9, which, however, changes nothing, the membrane remains of thickness two.
Now, because i¡j we have 2j¿2i + 2¿2i + 1, hence, in the next step we pro-
duce Y; (A2j; 2i + 2), and in the next step we have to use the rule Y →† (the rule
Y → (Y ′′E′; out) cannot be used, the membrane has thickness two), and thus the com-
putation will never halt.
Case 2: i¿j. After the 5rst step, when we get (X2i ; 1); (A2j; 1) (and the membrane
is made thicker), we continue until reaching the objects (X2i ; 2j); (A2j; 2j). At the next
step we produce (X2i ; 2j+1); A′2j, while also introducing 8, which returns the membrane
to thickness one. At the next step we introduce again the symbol 8, by using the rule
A′2j→A′′2j8, the membrane is dissolved, the object Z arrives in the skin membrane and
the trap symbol is again introduced.
Case 3: i= j. This time we arrive to the symbols (X2i ; 2i), (A2i ; 2i) at the same time,
with the membrane of thickness two. At the next step we use the rules (X2i ; 2i)→Y ′9
and (A2i ; 2i)→A′2i8, which do not change the membrane thickness. In the next step we
use Y ′→Y and A′2i→A′′2i8, which returns the membrane to thickness one. This makes
possible the use of the rules Y → (Y ′′E′; out), A′′2i→ (x′′; out). In this way, the objects
Y ′′; E′ are sent to the skin membrane, together with the objects of x, with the non-
terminal symbols being double primed. Simultaneously, the rules D′→ (D′′; out), for
all D∈N2, can be used. In the skin region, Y ′′ introduces VY , all D′′; D∈N2, become
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VD, while E′ introduces E and sends to the lower level membranes the objects Z0; Z1; Z2.
Each Zi should go to the corresponding membrane i=0; 1; 2, otherwise the trap object
is introduced. Note that during the work in membrane 0, in membranes 1, 2 we use the
rules Zi→Z ′9, cZ ′→ cZ ′′, Z ′′→Z8, and the membrane is again of thickness one. If
instead of cZ ′→ cZ ′′ we use Z ′→Z , then the membrane remains forever of thickness
two and it is never used again. Thus, we return to a con5guration as that we have
started with: all inner membranes have thickness one, the symbols in the skin membrane
are barred, and the objects E; Z0; Z1; Z2 are again available. Note that in this way the
use of the matrix m2i : (X →Y; A→ x) has been simulated.
Assume now that in the third step considered above we do not use a rule X → (X2i ; in)
for 16i6k, but a rule X → (Xi; in) for some i∈ lab, hence corresponding to a matrix
mi : (X →Y; B( j)→ #), for some j=1; 2. If the symbol Xi arrives in the membrane
with label 0 (i.e., the symbol E has been sent to this membrane) or if a symbol Aj
has been produced by a rule cA→ c(Aj; in) and it arrives into a membrane 1, 2, then
the trap symbol is introduced. Therefore, the only correct continuation is to have one
of membranes 1, 2 of thickness one and to send here the symbol Xi as well as all
symbols from N2. If the open membrane is not that one with the label j, for i∈ labj,
then again the trap symbol is introduced and the computation never stops.
Thus, assume that we are in membrane j, with Xi, for i∈ labj, as well as with all
symbols of N2. In the next step we use the rule Xi→Y , for the corresponding matrix
mi, as well as all rules D→D′, for all D∈N2 − {B( j)}. If also B( j) is present, then
the rule B( j)→† must be used and the trap symbol is introduced. If this symbol is not
present, then we continue with Y → (Y ′′E′; out)9, D′→ (D′′; out), hence we return all
symbols, double primed, to the skin membrane, with X replaced by Y . In this way, the
matrix mi is correctly simulated. (Note that, because we have open the membrane j
by means of the rule cE→ c8, the rule cZ ′→ cZ ′′ cannot be used—we have only one
copy of the catalyst—hence Z ′→Z must be used; i.e., the membrane is not “illegally”
dissolved by the rule Z ′′→Z8.)
The process can be iterated. All terminal symbols are immediately sent out of the
system, by using the rules a→ (a; out); a∈T , present in the skin membrane. As long
as at least one non-terminal symbol of G is present, the rules X →†; D→† from
the skin membrane can be used. If we reach a stage when only a symbol X ∈N1 is
present, but no symbol from N2, then either this symbol X enters membrane 0, and
it will produce the trap symbol, or it enters one of the membranes 1 and 2 (if a
matrix mi : (X →Y; B( j)→ #) exists), it will be changed into Y and exits; the process
continues. If no such a matrix exists, then either X →† is used, or the symbol enters
membrane 0. Conversely, if no symbol from N1 is present, but some symbols from
N2 still exist in the skin membrane, then either such symbols enter a membrane 1 or
2, or they enter membrane 0 unchanged, and are sent out unchanged, or they enter
membrane 0 with a subscript, and then the trap symbol is produced. Consequently, if
we have either only symbols from N1 or only from N2, then the computation continues
forever. The only way to stop is to use a matrix mt : (X →f; A→ x), with a terminal
string x, and, in this way, to get a con5guration where no non-terminal symbol of
G is still present in the system. The symbol f will remain unchanged in the skin
membrane, all terminals are sent out and the computation halts. Thus, in 6 we can
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simulate all terminal derivations in G and only such derivations are simulated by halting
computations. That is, T (L(G))=N (6), which concludes the proof.
7. P systems with active membranes
In this section we consider P systems where the membranes themselves are involved
in rules. Such systems were introduced in [22] with the additional possibility for di-
viding membranes, and their universality was proved for the general case. However,
in [18] it was proved that membrane division is not necessary, but no restriction on
the necessary number of membranes was given. Here we will consider this restricted
case, without membrane division, and we will prove that the hierarchy on the number
of membranes collapses, again at level four.
A P system with active membranes, in the restricted form, is a construct
6 = (V;H; 7; w1; : : : ; wm; R);
where:
(i) m¿1;
(ii) V is the alphabet of the system;
(iii) H is a 5nite set of labels for membranes;
(iv) 7 is a membrane structure, consisting of m membranes labeled with elements of
H and having a neutral charge (initially, all membranes are marked with 0);
(v) w1; : : : ; wm are strings over V , describing the multisets of objects placed in the m
regions of 7;
(vi) R is a 5nite set of rules, of the following forms:
(a) [ha→ v]h, for h∈H; a∈V; v∈V ∗, ∈{+;−; 0} (object evolution rules),
(b) a[h]h→ [hb]h , where a; b∈V; h∈H; ; ∈{+;−; 0} (an object is introduced in
membrane h),
(c) [ha]h→ [h]hb, for h∈H; ; ∈{+;−; 0}; a; b∈V (an object is sent out of mem-
brane h).
Also rules for dissolving and for dividing a membrane are considered in [22] (and
in other subsequent papers), but we do not use such rules here.
The rules are applied as customary in a P system, in a maximally parallel manner:
in each time unit, all objects which can evolve, have to evolve. Each copy of an object
and each copy of a membrane can be used by only one rule, with the exception of
rules of types (a), where we count only the involved object, not also the membrane.
Hence, if we have several objects a in a membrane i and a rule [ia→ v]i , then we use
this rule for all copies of a, irrespective how many they are; we do not consider that
the membrane was used—note that its electrical charge is not changed. However, if
we have a rule [ia]i → [i]i b, then this counts as using the membrane, no other rule of
types (b) and (c) which involves the same membrane can be used at the same time.
As any other membrane, the skin membrane can be “electrically charged”. During a
computation, objects can leave the skin membrane (using rules of type (c)).
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The result of a halting computation (no rule can be used in the last con5gura-
tion) consists of the vector of natural numbers describing the multiplicities of objects
which have left the system during the computation. By N (6) we denote the set of all
vectors of natural numbers computed as above by a P system 6. The family of all
such sets of vectors, computed by systems with at most m membranes, is denoted by
NAPm(nCat; i=o; n8; n9) (we have also pointed out the fact that we use none of the usual
features: catalysts, dissolving or making thicker the membranes; actually, the roˆle of
catalysts is played by the membranes, because of the mode of counting them in rules
of types (b) and (c)). When the number of membranes is not restricted, we replace
the subscript m by ∗.
Before investigating the hierarchy with respect to the number of membranes, let us
consider an example, in order to clarify the preceding de5nition:
Example 18. Take the system
6 = ({a; b; c; d}; {1}; [1]01; abcd; R);






1 → [1 ]+1 a;
[1a]
+
1 → [1 ]+1 a:
We always use only one membrane, which initially is of neutral polarity. As long
as we have this polarity, we can use the rules acting on b; c, and d. As long as we use
the rule [1d→d]01, membrane 1 does not change the polarization, hence the number of
objects a and b can be increased.
We start with one copy of each of a; b; c, and d. Assume that at some moment we
have n copies of a and m copies of b (always we have only one copy of c and d).
Because of the parallelism in using the rules [1b→ aab]01; [1c→ abc]01, in one step we
get a con5guration containing n + 2m + 1 copies of a and m + 1 copies of b. This
means that n=m2 and we get (m+1)2 copies of a. In the initial con5guration we have
n=m=1, hence n=m2, indeed. Thus, at any moment, in the system we have present
a number of copies of a which is the square of a natural number diJerent from zero.
After changing the polarization of membrane 1, by means of the rule [1d]01→ [1 ]+1 a,
the only rule that can be used is [1a]+1 → [1 ]+1 a, which sends out of the system, one
by one, the copies of the object a. This means that when the computation stops, we
have m2 + 1 copies of a outside the system (one copy of a was produced from d),
i.e., L(6)= {(m2 + 1) |m¿1}.
Let us return to investigating the power of our systems. As announced above, in [18]
it is proved that PsRE=NAP∗(nCat; i=o; n8; n9) and the problem is formulated whether
or not the hierarchy with respect to the number of membranes collapses at a reasonable
level. We here prove that four membranes suPce.
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Theorem 19. PsRE=NAP4(nCat; i=o; n8; n9).
Proof. We only prove the inclusion ⊆. As in the proof of Theorem 17, we start
from a matrix grammar G=(N; T; S;M; F), in the strong binary normal form, i.e., with
N =N1 ∪N2 ∪{S; #}, with rules of the four forms mentioned in Section 4, and with
ac(G)62. We use the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 17 and we construct
the P system with active membranes
6 = (V;H; 7; ws; w0; w1; w2; R);
with the following components:
V =N1 ∪ N2 ∪ {X ′; X ′′; X2i ; X ′2i ; (X2i ; j) |X ∈ N1; 16 i; j 6 k}
∪ {Xi |X ∈ N1; i ∈ lab}
∪ {A2i ; (A2i ; j) |A ∈ N2; 16 i; j 6 k}
∪ {〈x〉 | there is a matrix m2i : (X → Y; A→ x) in M; 16 i 6 k}
∪ {f;f′; †};
H = {s; 0; 1; 2};







ws = XA; for (S → XA) being the initial matrix of G;
w0 = w1 = w2 = ;
and with the set R containing the following rules:
X [0 ]00→ [0X2i]+0 ,
A[0 ]+0 → [0A2i]−0 ,
[sY ′→Y ′′]0s ,
[sY ′′→Y ]0s ,
[s〈x〉→ x]0s , for each matrix m2i : (X →Y; A→ x); 16i6k,
D[0 ]+0 → [0†]+0 , for all D∈N2,
X [j ]0j→ [jXi]+j ,
B( j)[j ]+j → [jB( j)]+j ,
[jB( j)→†]+j ,
[jXi→X ′i ]+j ,
[jX ′i ]
+
j → [j ]0jY , for each matrix mi : (X →Y; B( j)→ #), j=1; 2, and i∈ lab,
[0X2i→X ′2i]+0 ,
[0X ′2i→†]+0 ,
[0X ′2i→ (X2i ; 1)]−0 ,
[0A2i→ (A2i ; 0)]−0 ,
[0(X2i ; j)→ (X2i ; j + 1)]−0 ,
[0(A2i ; j)→ (A2i ; j + 1)]−0 , for all 16j¡2k,
[0(X2i ; 2i)]−0 → [0 ]00Y ′,
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[0(A2i ; 2i)]00→ [0 ]00〈x〉, for all 16i6k such that m2i : (X →Y; A→ x),
X ∈N1; Y ∈N1 ∪{f}; A∈N2, and x∈ (N2 ∪T )∗,
[0(A2i ; j)→†]00,
[0(A2i ; 2i)→†]−0 , for all A∈N1; 16i6k; 06j62k,
[h†→†]h, for all h∈{s; 0; 1; 2} and ∈{0;+;−},
f[1 ]01→ [1f]−1 ,
A[1 ]−1 → [1†]−1 , for all A∈N2,
[sa]0s → [s ]0s a, for all a∈T .
In many respects, this system works in a similar way as the system constructed
in the proof of Theorem 17, with the diJerences entailed by the fact that now we
have active membranes, with electrical charges, which are used in order to control
the communication and the use of rules in a speci5c manner, while in the proof of
Theorem 17 we have used the actions 8; 9.
Initially, all membranes have the neutral charge and we have objects only in the
skin membrane. Assume that there we have a multiset described by Xw, for some
w∈ (N2 ∪T )∗. Therefore, we can use only a rule X [0 ]00→ [0X2i]+0 , corresponding to
a matrix m2i : (X →Y , A→ x), or a rule X [j ]0j→ [jXi]+j , corresponding to a matrix
mi : (X →Y; B( j)→ #). In both cases, one lower level membrane changes its polarization
to +.
Assume that we are in the 5rst case, hence X2i is sent to membrane 0. In the next
step, a symbol A is sent from the skin membrane to membrane 0, in the form A2j, for
some 16j6k, and simultaneously X2i is replaced by (X ′2i ; 1) and the membrane gets the
negative polarization. If we do not change the positive polarization of membrane 0 by
a rule A[0 ]+0 → [0A2i]−0 , then any D∈N2 can introduce the trap object into membrane
0. No further object from the skin membrane can enter the membrane while it has a
negative or a neutral polarization. In membrane 0 we now proceed as in the proof of
Theorem 17: we synchronously increase the second component of symbols of the form
(X2i ; t); (A2j; t) until arriving to symbols with t equal to the subscript.
We distinguish three cases:
If i¡j, then we 5rst obtain (X2i ; 2i) and we change the polarization of the membrane
by using the rule [0(X2i ; 2i)]−0 → [0 ]00Y ′; at the same step we once again increase the
second component of the symbol (A2j; 2i−1) (note that the second component of such
symbols starts from 0, not from 1). Because we cannot have 2i=2j, we have to use
the rule [0(A2j; 2i)→†]00, and the computation never 5nishes.
If i¿j, then we 5rst obtain (A2j; 2j), hence the rule [0(A2j; 2j)→†]−0 must be
used (the membrane does not change the polarization before reaching the symbol
(X2i ; 2i)).
If i= j, then at the same time we get the objects (X2i ; 2i); (A2i ; 2i− 1); the 5rst one
will change the polarization of membrane 0 to neutral (when sending out the symbol
Y ′) and at the same time the second one will further increase its second component.
Therefore, in the next step the rule [0(A2i ; 2i)]00→ [0 ]00〈x〉 can be used, hence 〈x〉 is
sent to the skin membrane; simultaneously, in the skin membrane we use the rule
[sY ′→Y ′′]0s . In the next step Y ′′ is replaced by Y and 〈x〉 is replaced by x. In this
way, the matrix m2i is simulated correctly.
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If we start by using a rule X [j ]0j→ [jXi]+j , for some j=1; 2 and i∈ labj, then the
symbol Xi arrives in membrane j, which gets a positive polarization. If the symbol B( j)
is present in the skin membrane, then it has to enter membrane j, and, while Xi is re-
placed by X ′i , it will introduce the trap symbol †. If B( j) is not present, then we continue




j → [j ]0jY . In this way, the
matrix mi is simulated correctly and we return to a con5guration similar to that we have
started with.
The process can be iterated. At any moment, the terminal symbols can be sent
out of the skin membrane. As long as a non-terminal symbol X ∈N1 is present, the
computation has to continue. When the symbol f is introduced, it will enter membrane
1, changing its polarization to negative. If any non-terminal symbol A∈N2 is still
present, then it will introduce the trap symbol and the computation will never 5nish.
Consequently, the terminal derivations of G can be simulated in 6 and, conversely,
each halting computation in 6 corresponds to a terminal derivation of G. Hence,
T (L(G))=N (6), which concludes the proof.
8. Rewriting P systems
We now pass to P systems with string objects. Likewise to the previous sections,
we here introduce only the particular class we will investigate in this section; other
variants can be found in the literature (several titles of papers dealing with rewriting P
systems can be found on the web page mentioned at the beginning of the Introduction).
When describing objects by strings, the evolution rules must be string processing
rules. We consider the case when (context-free) rewriting rules are used, and we again
prove a collapsing hierarchy, thus solving an open problem from [32,35]
A rewriting P system with membranes of a variable thickness (of degree m;m¿1)
is a construct
6 = (V; 7;M1; : : : ; Mm; R1; : : : ; Rm);
where:
(i) V is an alphabet;
(ii) 7 is a membrane structure consisting of m membranes (labeled in a one-to-one
manner with elements of a set H ; here we use H = {1; 2; : : : ; m});
(iii) M1; : : : ; Mm, are 5nite languages over V associated with the regions 1; 2; : : : ; m of
7, respectively;
(iv) Ri; 16i6m, are 5nite sets of evolution rules over V , of the form a→ v(tar), with
a∈V and v= v′; v= v′8, or v= v′9, where v′ is a string over V and 8; 9 are special
symbols not in V , while tar ∈{here; out; in}.
The membrane structure and the languages M1; : : : ; Mm constitute the initial conAgu-
ration of the system. The rules in a set Ri are applicable only to strings in the region
of the membrane with the label i. As usual, the passing from a con5guration of the
system to another con5guration is done by a maximally parallel application of rules: all
strings, from all membranes, which can be rewritten by means of local evolution rules
should be rewritten. At each time, only one rule can be applied to a string. Hence,
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each string is rewritten in a sequential manner; the parallelism only refers to rewriting
simultaneously all strings which can be rewritten, but to each string only one rule can
be applied. If a string cannot be rewritten in a given step, then it passes unchanged to
the next con5guration of the system.
The string resulting from the rewriting by means of a rule a→ v(tar) is placed in
a region as indicated by tar: if tar= here, then the string remains in the same region;
if tar= out, then the string is sent out of the current region, to the region directly
surrounding it (in this way, a string can also leave the system); if tar= in, then the
string is moved to one of the directly lower membranes, chosen in a non-deterministic
way. It is understood that each string appears in only one copy, hence after rewriting
a string it disappears, while by sending a string from a membrane to another one no
copy of the string remains in the initial membrane.
The communication of strings is allowed only through membranes of thickness one.
The thickness of membranes is controlled by the use of the symbols 8; 9 as de5ned in
Section 5; initially, all membranes have the thickness one.
The result of a halting computation consists of the set of strings which were sent
out of the system during the computation. The language of all such strings is denoted
by L(6) and we say that it is generated by 6.
The following example can be useful in understanding the de5nition given above:
Example 20. Consider the system
6 = ({A; B; a; b; c}; [1[2[3 ]3]2]1; ∅; ∅; {AB}; R1; R2; R3);
with the following sets of rules:
R1 = {A→ (out)};
R2 = {B→ cB(in); B→ c(out)};
R3 = {A→ aAb(out)}:
Assume that in membrane 3 we have a string anAbncnB, for some n¿0; initially,
we have n=0. By using the rule A→ aAb(out), the string an+1Abn+1cnB is sent to
membrane 2. If here we use the rule B→ cB(in), then we return to membrane 3 with
the string an+1Abn+1cn+1B, and the process can be iterated. If in membrane 2 we use
the rule B→ c(out), then we send the string an+1Abn+1cn+1 to the skin membrane,
where the only rule is A→ (out); we send the string an+1bn+1cn+1 out of the system.
Thus, L(6)= {anbncn | n¿1}.
Note that the system constructed in the preceding example has not used the
actions 8; 9.
The family of all languages L(6) generated by systems 6 as above, with at most
m membranes, is denoted by RPm(i=o; 8; 9); if only systems which do not use one of
the actions 8; 9 are considered, then we replace 8 by n8 and 9 by n9, respectively.
From [12,19,32,35] we know that each recursively enumerable language can be gen-
erated by a rewriting P system with only two membranes, provided that priorities
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among rules are used (in [19], the result is given for three membranes and it was
improved in the other papers mentioned before). Because using a priority does not
look very realistic from a biochemical point of view, in [32,35] one gets rid of this
feature, using instead the possibility of changing the membrane thickness by means
of the actions 8; 9. Speci5cally, a characterization of recursively enumerable languages
is obtained by means of P systems with an arbitrary number of membranes, but also
using a control of communication by means of a more powerful addressing: besides
commands here and out, one uses commands of the form inj; the string obtained by
using a rule of the form A→ u(inj) must go to the membrane with label j, provided
that such a membrane is directly adjacent inside the region where the rule has been
used.
In [32,35] the problem whether or not a similar result is true for systems with a
bounded number of membranes is left open. We will give a positive answer to this
question here: four membranes suPce.
Theorem 21. RE=RP4(i=o; 8; 9).
Proof. We will only prove the inclusion RE⊆RP4(i=o; 8; 9); the straightforward oppo-
site inclusion is left to the reader.
Let us consider a matrix grammar with appearance checking, G=(N; T; S;M; F),
in the strong binary normal form, i.e., with N =N1 ∪N2 ∪{S; #}, with rules of the
four forms mentioned in Section 4, and with ac(G)62. Assume that we are in the
worst case, with ac(G)= 2, and let B(1); B(2) be the two symbols in N2 for which
we have rules B(i)→ # in matrices of M . Let us assume that we have k matrices of
the form mi : (X → ; A→ x), X ∈N1, ∈N1 ∪{}, A∈N2, and x∈ (N2 ∪T )∗, 16i6k
(i.e., without rules to be used in the appearance checking manner), and h matrices
of the form mi : (X →Y; B( j)→ #), X; Y ∈N1, j=1; 2, k + 16i6h (i.e., with rules
used in the appearance checking manner). If mi : (X → ; A→ x), then we replace it by
mi : (X →f; A→ x), where f is a new symbol (note that we have preserved the label
of the matrix).
We construct the rewriting P system
6 = (V; 7;Ms;M0; M1; M2; Rs; R0; R1; R2);
with the following components:
V =N1 ∪ N2 ∪ {X ′; Xi; X ′i |X ∈ N1; 16 i 6 k}
∪ {Xi; X ′i ; X ′′i ; X ′′i ; X ivi ; X vi |X ∈ N1; k + 16 i 6 h}
∪ {A′; Ai; A′i |A ∈ N2; 16 i 6 k}
∪ {f;f′; E; H; H ′; H ′′; H ′′′; H iv; VH; †};
7= [s[0 ]0[1 ]1[2 ]2]s;
Ms = {X; AH}; for (S→XA) being the initial matrix of G;
M0 =M1 = M2 = ∅;
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and with the sets Rs; R0; R1; R2 containing the following rules:
Rs: X →X ′(in), for each X ∈N1,
X →Xi(in), for each matrix mi : (X →Y; B( j)→ #); k + 16i6h; j=1; 2,
A→A′(in),
A→†, for all A∈N2,










Xi→Xi+1, for all 16i6k − 1;
Xk →†,
A′→A1,




X ′i → (out),
Ai→A′i8,
A′i → x(out), for all matrices mi : (X → ; A→ x); 16i6k,
A→†, for all A∈N2,








R1; R2: For each j=1; 2 such that mt : (X →Y; B( j)→ #) for some k + 16t6h, we
introduce the following rules in Rj:
Xt →X ′t 9,
X ′t →X ′′t 8,
X ′′t →X ′′′t ,
X ′′′t →X ivt 9,
X ivt →X vt ,
X vt →Y (out),
X vt →†,
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B( j)→†,









as well as all rules:
X ′→†, for all X ∈N1.
Moreover, we introduce in Rj the rules Xt →† for those t ∈{k+1; : : : ; h} such
that the matrix mt does not contain the rule B( j)→ # in the second position,
16j62.
The matrices of G without rules used in the appearance checking mode are simulated
by rules in the skin membrane and by membrane 0, while membranes 1, 2 are used for
simulating matrices which contain rules of the forms B(1)→#; B(2)→#, respectively.
Before examining the way these simulations are performed, let us make some general
observations about the system 6. In all regions we have the rule †→†, so if this
symbol is introduced then the computation will go on forever. In the skin membrane
we have rules for all symbols in N1 ∪N2, therefore the computation will end only if
no non-terminal symbol of G will be present in this region. We always have exactly
two strings in the system, initially X and AH in the skin membrane, for (S→XA)
being the initial matrix of G, later the strings derived from these two axioms. Always,
the descendants of X are strings of length one. The strings generated from AH are the
strings we are interested in.
Assume that we have some strings X and wH , w∈ (N2 ∪T )∗, in membrane s and
that we apply the rule X →X ′(in). If the symbol X ′ is sent to one of the membranes 1,
2, then the rule X ′→† is used and the computation never stops. Thus, the symbol X ′
should arrive in membrane 0. Assume that this symbol is alone in membrane 0, i.e., the
string wH has not been sent to the same membrane with one symbol A replaced by A′
(note that at the same time with the use of the rule X →X ′(in), in the skin membrane
we have to use either a rule A→A′(in), for some A∈N2, or the rule H→H ′(in),
for rewriting the second string; using any rule of the form A→† will lead to a non-
halting computation; if the string has arrived in membrane 0 because of using the rule
H→H ′(in), then only the rule H ′→† can be applied, hence also this case leads to
a non-halting computation). In membrane 0, the symbol X ′ will introduce the symbol
X1, then the subscript will be increased, step by step, until either reaching Xk , and
then the trap symbol is introduced, or a rule Xi→X ′i 9 is used. If in the next step we
cannot use the rule X ′i → (out), because the membrane has thickness two, then the
rule X ′i →† must be used and the computation will never stop.
Now assume that we use a rule X →Xt(in). If the symbol Xt arrives in membrane
0 or in a membrane j such that the matrix mt; k + 16t6h, does not have the rule
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B( j)→ # in its second position, then the trap symbol is introduced immediately. Thus,
Xt should arrive in one of the membranes 1, 2 such that the matrix mt is of the form
(X →Y; B( j)→ #).
Assume again that it arrives there alone. By using the rules of Rj we will change
the priming of X , changing the thickness of the membrane from one to two, then back
to one, and then again to two. Therefore, the rule X vi→Y (out) cannot be used and the
trap symbol is introduced. As above, if the symbol Xt arrives alone in a membrane j,
then the computation will never halt.
We conclude that the strings obtained from X and from wA must be sent to the
same membrane (more exactly, X ′ should be in membrane 0 and Xt in one of the
membranes 1, 2).
Now assume that we are in membrane 0 with X ′ and w1A′w2H . Both X ′ and A′ will
introduce variants with subscript 1, then the subscripts will be increased, synchronously,
for both symbols. If we reach Xk or Ak without using rules Xi→X ′i 9 and Aj→A′j8,
respectively, for some 16i; j6k, then the trap symbol is introduced by rules Xk →†,
Ak →†.
If we use the rule Xi→X ′i 9 without using the rule Aj→A′j8 at the same time,
then the membrane gets thickness two, hence, in the next step we cannot use the rule
X ′i → (out), corresponding to the matrix mi, therefore the trap symbol is introduced
by the rule X ′i →†. Similarly, if we 5rst use the rule Aj→A′j8, then the membrane
is dissolved, the symbol A′j reaches the skin membrane, and the rule A
′
j→† should
be used here. In conclusion, we have to use the rules Xi→X ′i 9 and Aj→A′j8 at the
same time, i.e., for i= j. In such a case, the membrane remains of thickness one
and the symbols X ′i ; A
′
i will be rewritten in the next step by the rules X
′
i → (out),
A′i → x(out), which means that we have simulated the matrix mi : (X → ; A→ x),
∈N1 ∪{}.
Now assume that we send the strings Xt; wH ′ to a membrane 1, 2 (if we have a
string containing the symbol H , then the trap symbol is introduced either by the rule
H→† or by a rule B( j)→†). If the matrix m′t contains the corresponding rule B( j)→ #,
then we simulate the use of this matrix, in the following way: In the 5rst step, the
membrane gets thicker by the rule Xt →X ′t 9; at the same time, one of the rules B( j)→†
(if the symbol B( j) is present in the string) and H ′→H ′′ is used. Assume that we are
in the good situation when the latter rule has been used. In the next step we cannot
use the rule H ′′→H ′′(out), because the membrane is thick, hence, if B( j) is present
in the string, then we must use the rule B( j)→†. If this is not the case, then the string
remains unchanged, while using the rule X ′t →X ′′t 8. The membrane returns to thickness
one, hence, in the next step we can use the rule H ′′→H ′′(out) in parallel with the
rule X ′′t →X ′′′t . In the next step, the string wH ′′′ is again sent to a lower membrane.
If this is not our membrane j, then the rules in Rj will rewrite X ′′′t until reaching X
v
t ,
the rule X vt →Y (out) will not be allowed to be used, because the membrane will be of
thickness two, hence the trap symbol is introduced. If the string returns to membrane
j (in a step when using X ′′′t →X ivt 9 and H ′′→H ′′′(in)), then in the next step we use
both X ivt →X vt and H ′′′→Hiv8, and the membrane returns to thickness one. In the
next step, both strings can be sent out, with X vt being replaced by Y , as indicated by
the 5rst rule of the matrix.
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Consequently, the matrix mt : (X →Y; B( j)→ #), k+16t6h, j∈{1; 2}, is simulated
correctly.
In this way, correct derivations in the matrix grammar G are simulated, and, con-
versely, each computation in 6 which does not introduce the trap symbol corresponds
to a correct derivation in G.
Let us now see how the computations halt. Eventually, in membrane 0 a terminal
matrix mi : (X →f; A→ x) is simulated, i.e., rules X ′i →f(out); A′i → x(out) are used
and the strings f and zH are sent to the skin membrane. No symbol from N1 is
present in the system. If the string zH is rewritten by a rule A→A′(in), then the
trap symbol will be introduced irrespective where the string is sent to: in membrane
0 we will use a rule Ak →† or Ai→A′i8 (in the latter case, the trap symbol is intro-
duced in the skin membrane), while in membranes 1, 2 we will use a rule B( j)→†
or H→†. If the string zH is rewritten by the rule H→H ′(in), then the trap symbol
is again produced. In membrane 0 we directly use the rule H ′→†. From membranes
1, 2 we will send out H ′′, then we send H ′′′ into one of membranes 0, 1, 2; in mem-
brane 0 we directly introduce the trap symbol, in membranes 1, 2 we will use the
rule H ′′′→Hiv(out), and the symbol Hiv will introduce the trap symbol in the skin
membrane.
Therefore, we have to use the rule H→ VH (in) in parallel with f→f′. In all mem-
branes 1, 2 we will again introduce the trap symbol; in membrane 0 we can re-
place the symbol VH by E, by using the rule VH→E9. At the same time, the rule
f′→f′(in) is used in the skin membrane. If f′ arrives into any of membranes 1,
2, then the trap symbol is introduced. Thus, f′ should arrive in membrane 0 at the
same time when this membrane gets thicker. In the next step we cannot use the rule
E→E(out). If any non-terminal symbol A∈N2 is present, then the rule A→† from
R0 must be used. In the same step, the rule f′→ 8 is used and membrane 0 returns
to thickness one. Thus, in the next step the string can be sent to the skin membrane
(and we know that, if it does not contain the symbol †, then it is terminal). In the
skin membrane we can use the rule E→ (out) and the string is sent out of the
system.
Summing up, the following assertions hold:
1. The strings X ′; w1A′w2H , and Xt; wH ′ should go together, otherwise the trap symbol
is introduced.
2. The strings X ′; w1A′w2H can be processed correctly only in membrane 0, while
the strings Xt; wH ′ can be processed correctly only in one of membranes 1, 2,
corresponding to the symbol B( j) which is used in the appearance checking manner
in the matrix m′t (“correctly processed” here means “in such a way not to introduce
the trap symbol”).
3. Membrane 0 correctly simulates the matrices of G which do not contain rules used
in the appearance checking manner.
4. Membranes j correctly simulate the use of matrices mt which contain rules B( j)→ #,
j=1; 2.
5. The computation of 6 stops only if the simulated derivation of G is terminal (and
the result is sent out of the system).
We conclude that L(6)=L(G).
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Note that we have also improved the result from [32,35] in what concerns the type
of communication commands: instead of the precise indication of the label of the lower
membranes where we send strings to we have used the weaker command in.
From the proof of Theorem 21 we see that if the matrix grammar we start with does
not use the appearance checking feature, then a system with two membranes suPces
in order to simulate it; i.e., the next inclusion holds:
Corollary 22. MAT ⊆RP2(i=o; 8; 9).
We do not know whether or not this inclusion is proper. Because MAT is strictly
included in RE, from Theorem 21 we obtain the fact that RP4(i=o; 8; 9) contains lan-
guages which are not in the family MAT . This result can be improved.
Theorem 23. RP3(i=o; 8; 9)−MAT = ∅.
Proof. Let us consider the following rewriting P system (of degree three):
6 = (V; [1[2 ]2[3 ]3]1; {X; aH}; ∅; ∅; R1; R2; R3);
V = {a; b; X; X ′; X ′′; X ′′′; X iv; X v; X vi; Y; Y ′; Y ′′; Y ′′′; Y iv; Y v; Y vi;
E; H; H ′; H1; H2; H ′′; †};
R1 = {X → X; X → X (in); a→ bb; H → H (in); Y → Y (in);
H1 → H1(in); H2 → H2(in); H2 → †; H ′′ → †; X vi → †;
Y ′′ → †; Y ′′′ → †; Y vi → †; X ′′′ → †; H → †; E → (out); † → †};
R2 = {X → X ′9; X ′ → X ′′; X ′′ → X ′′′8; X ′′′ → X iv;
X iv → X v9; X v → X vi; X vi → Y (out); X vi → †;
a→ †; H → H ′; H ′ → H1(out); H1 → H ′′8;
H ′′ → H (out); H ′′ → †; H2 → †; Y → †; † → †};
R3 = {Y → Y9; Y → Y ′9; Y ′ → Y ′′; Y ′′ → Y ′′′8; Y ′′′ → Y iv;
Y iv → Y v9; Y v → Y vi; Y vi → X (out); Y vi → †;
b→ a8; H → H ′; b→ †; H ′ → H2(out); H2 → H ′′8;
H ′′ → H (out); H ′′ → ; H1 → †; X → †; † → †;
Y vi → (out); H ′′ → E(out)}:
We start with the strings X; aH in the skin membrane; assume that we have some
strings X; anH , for n¿1. By iteratively using the rules X →X; a→ bb we can replace
the n occurrences of a by 2n occurrences of b. At any moment, we can use X →X (in)
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or H→H (in). If X arrives in membrane 3, then the trap symbol is introduced. If X
arrives alone in membrane 2, then again the trap symbol is introduced (this is similar
to the work of membranes 1, 2 in the proof of Theorem 21: the rule X vi→Y (out)
cannot be used, because the membrane is of thickness two, hence the rule X vi→†
must be used).
Now assume that a string of the form wH has arrived in membrane 2 but X does
not come at the same time (it will come later or never). If we use the rule a→†, then
the computation will never stop. We can use the rule H→H ′, then H ′→H1(out),
irrespective whether or not the rule X →X ′9 is used in membrane 2. If the symbol
H1 cannot be sent back to membrane 2 (because that membrane has became thicker),
then it will go to membrane 3 and the trap symbol is introduced. If H1 is inside
membrane 2, then in the next step it will either dissolve the membrane, a case which
again produces the trap symbol (in membrane 1), or it is used in parallel with the rule
X →X ′9; in two steps, membrane 2 will be dissolved by the rule X ′′→X ′′′8 and the
trap symbol is introduced by the rule X ′′′→† from R1.
Therefore, we have to send the string X to membrane 2 at the same time with
the string wH . If this is the case, then in the 5rst step membrane 2 becomes thicker,
hence in the next step we cannot use the rule H ′→H1(out). If any occurrence of a
is present in w, then the trap symbol is produced, otherwise the string wH ′ will wait
unchanged. In the next step, we use the rule X ′′→X ′′′8 and the membrane returns to
thickness one. Thus, in the next step we can send out the symbol H1 (in parallel with
using the rule X ′′′→X iv). In the next step H1 comes back, while the membrane again
gets thickness two. When using the rules X v→X vi; H1→H ′′8, the membrane returns
to thickness one, hence in the next step we can send out the strings Y and wH ; we
know that w is composed of only occurrences of b.
The work of membrane 3 is similar, with two additional features: here one can
replace each b by a and one can also 5nish the computation.
The symbol X cannot arrive in membrane 3, because it will immediately introduce
the trap symbol. If wH arrives in membrane 3 and Y is not here, then either the
membrane is dissolved (by the rule b→ a8) or H ′ is introduced, then H2 is sent out;
if H2 cannot come back, then the trap symbol is introduced in the skin membrane.
If it comes back at the same time with using the rule Y →Y9, then in the next step
the membrane returns to thickness one, but it is immediately made thicker by any of
the rules Y →Y9 and Y →Y ′9, hence the rule H ′′→H (out) cannot be used. We have
to apply the rule H ′′→  and the string will remain forever in membrane 3. If the
evolution of Y and its variants does not end with the rule Y vi→ (out), then either the
trap symbol is introduced (by the rule Y vi→†) or X is sent out and it will eventually
introduce the symbol †, as we have seen above.
Now assume that the strings Y and wH arrive in membrane 3. After using for a
while the rules Y →Y9; b→ a8 we will pass to using the rules Y →Y ′9; H→H ′. If we
go to Y →Y ′9 while still using b→ a8, then the computation will never stop: in the
next step we will use Y ′→Y ′′, then Y ′′→Y ′′′8, which will dissolve the membrane
(it has the thickness one); in the skin membrane we will use Y ′′′→†. If, however,
we pass to using H→H ′ while still using Y →Y9, then we continue in a correct
manner: the rule H ′→H2(out) cannot be used because the membrane has thickness
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two, hence, the rule b→ a8 must be used. This must be done for all occurrences of b,
otherwise the rule b→† must be applied. Therefore, we have to leave the rule Y →Y9
and to use Y →Y ′9 only after changing all occurrences of b into a. From now on
the computation continues in a way similar to what happens in membrane 2: by the
interplay of variants of Y and of H we check that the operation is correct and we send
the strings X and w′H out of the membrane, with w′ being the result of replacing all
occurrences of b in w by a.
The process can be iterated, hence we can double the length of our string any number
of times.
As we have seen above, the only way to 5nish the computation is to use the rules
Y vi→ (out), H ′′→E(out) from membrane 3 simultaneously, followed by E→ (out)
in membrane 1. From the previous discussion, it is clear that we have the equality
L(6)∩{a}+ = {a2n | n¿1}, therefore the language L(6) is not a matrix language (the
family MAT is closed under intersection with regular languages, [3], while {a2n | n¿1}
is not in MAT , [11]).
Obviously, RP1(i=o; n8; n9)=CF . Such an equality is no longer valid if we use
two membranes, and this was already pointed out in [19]. Somewhat surprising (this
indicates the power of actions 8; 9, the intricate way of their interplay, according to
the way of using the rules in a rewriting P system), if we make use of thickness
changing, then systems with one membrane only can already generate non-context-free
languages.
Theorem 24. RP1(i=o; 8; 9)− CF = ∅.
Proof. Let us consider the P system 6 with the alphabet
V = {A; A′; A′′; B; B′; B′′; X0; X1; X2; X3; X4; X5; a; b; c; †};
one membrane, initially containing the strings AB; X0, and the following rules:
A→ aA′b; X0 → X1;
B→ cB′; X1 → X2;
A′ → A′′8; A′ → †; X2 → X39;
B′ → B′′8; B′ → †; X3 → X49;
A′′ → A9; X4 → X58; X4 → †;
B′′ → B9; X5 → X08; X5 → †;
A′′ → ab9; X5 → abc(out);
B′′ → c9(out); † → †:
This system generates a non-context-free language. We only examine a few steps of
a computation in 6. Note that always the symbols Xi are processed almost determinis-
tically (the only possible choice refers to X4; X5, but the use of the rules X4→†; X5→†
leads to non-halting computations). In the initial con5guration we can use any of the
rules A→ aA′b; B→ cB′, but in the second step we have to use the remaining rule
among these two: the rules A′→A′′8, B′→B′′8 cannot be used, because we are not
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allowed to dissolve the skin membrane, while the rules A′→†, B′→† will lead to
non-terminating computations. Assume that after having the pair of strings aA′bcB′, X2
we use the rules A′→A′′8, X2→X39 (the membrane remains of thickness one), then
we use A′′→A9, X3→X49. The membrane will get thickness two, while the strings
are aAbcB′, X4. If we continue with A→ aA′b, in parallel with X4→X58, then the
membrane returns to thickness one and the string a2A′b2cB′ cannot be further rewritten
without introducing the trap symbol † because both rules A′→A′′8, B′→B′′8 and the
rule X5→X08 introduce the symbol 8, and this is not allowed. If from aAbcB′; X4
we continue with B′→B′′8 and X4→X58, then the membrane returns to the normal
thickness and in the next step we can use the rules B′′→B9; X5→X08 (but not the
rule A→ aA′b, because then we cannot use the rule X5→X08 and again we have to
introduce the symbol †). The process can be iterated.
The reader can check other variants. Assume that we have obtained the strings
anA′′bncnB′′, n¿0, and X4. The computation can stop either after using the rules
A′′→ ab9, B′′→ c9(out), in parallel with X4→X58, X5→ abc(out), or by using the rule
B′′→ c9(out) in parallel with X4→X58, and then X5→ abc(out). In this way, also the
string abc is produced. Therefore, the equality L(6)∩{a}+{b}+{c}+ = {anbncn | n¿1}
holds. It is well-known that this latter language is not context-free, hence also L(6)
is not context-free.
9. Final remarks
The main goal of the present research was to investigate the hierarchies with re-
spect to the number of membranes in the case of three types of membrane systems
(P systems) recently considered in the literature. To this aim, it was useful to start
by investigating an old problem in regulated rewriting, concerning the non-terminal
complexity of generating recursively enumerable languages by matrix grammars.
Thus, we here have proved two types of results about the non-terminal complex-
ity of characterizing recursively enumerable languages by matrix, programmed, and
graph-controlled grammars (with appearance checking) as well as about the membrane
complexity of characterizing recursively enumerable languages or sets of vectors of
natural numbers by means of three types of P systems. The results of the 5rst category
were essentially used in obtaining the results of the second category (and the same
proof techniques will probably be useful when dealing with other classes of P systems,
too).
Speci5cally, we have 5rst shown that all recursively enumerable languages can be
generated by matrix grammars, programmed grammars, and graph-controlled grammars,
respectively, with appearance checking with only two non-terminal symbols being used
in the appearance checking mode. If we also want to bound the total number of non-
terminal symbols, then in the case of matrix grammars we have to pay oJ by needing
one more non-terminal symbol to be used in the appearance checking mode. The total
number of non-terminal symbols can even be restricted to three in graph-controlled
grammars, but only to four in the case of programmed grammars and matrix gram-
mars, and in each case only two non-terminal symbols are used in the appearance
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mode. These bounds are rather low and we wonder whether or not they can be further
improved.
As we know from [3], there are a lot of other control mechanisms for context-
free grammars that allow us to generate every recursively enumerable language, e.g.,
we may consider random context, state, time-varying, regularly controlled grammars,
etc., and also ask for bounds on the total number of non-terminal symbols needed
in grammars of these types. Such investigations remain to be carried out; in most
cases, standard techniques exist (see [3]) for simulating grammars of one type by a
grammar of another type, which would allow us to transfer some results from the
grammars considered here (i.e., matrix, programmed, graph-controlled grammars) to
other classes of grammars. Moreover, even other modes of derivation can be con-
sidered for all these models of control mechanisms for context-free grammars; e.g.,
in [4] variants of leftmost derivations were investigated for programmed and matrix
grammars.
Then, we have proved that three hierarchies in the P systems area collapse (at level
four), thus solving three problems left open in recent papers. In the proofs we use
two powerful ideas: (1) when simulating a matrix grammar by means of a P system
it is possible to handle all matrices without appearance checking rules by the interplay
between the skin membrane and one more membrane, by means of the synchronized
increase of second components of paired symbols, as in the proofs of Theorems 17,
19 and, in disguise, also in the proof of Theorem 21 (we call this “the subscript
matching technique”), and (2) it is suPcient to consider the non-terminal symbols
which appear in rules that are used in the appearance checking mode, not the matrices
themselves which contain such rules. This second idea leads to a small number of
membranes (two) by using the result mentioned above about matrix grammars (two
non-terminal symbols used in the appearance checking mode suPce). Thus, in to-
tal, four membranes suPce, yet we do not know whether or not these results are
optimal.
It is worth noting that in all Theorems 17, 19, 21 the membrane structure has two
levels. An open problem with some “practical” relevance (certain membrane struc-
tures could prove to be “more feasible” than others) is whether or not P systems of
the discussed types, with a small number of membranes arranged in structures of dif-
ferent shapes are still universal. In particular, what about linear membrane structures
(described by linear trees)?
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